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ABSTRACT Semantic communication (SemCom) aims to convey themeaning behind a transmittedmessage
by transmitting only semantically-relevant information. This semantic-centric design helps to minimize
power usage, bandwidth consumption, and transmission delay. SemCom and goal-oriented SemCom (or
effectiveness-level SemCom) are therefore promising enablers of 6G and developing rapidly. Despite the
surge in their swift development, the design, analysis, optimization, and realization of robust and intelligent
SemCom as well as goal-oriented SemCom are fraught with many fundamental challenges. One of the
challenges is that the lack of unified/universal metrics of SemCom and goal-oriented SemCom can stifle
research progress on their respective algorithmic, theoretical, and implementation frontiers. Consequently,
this survey paper documents the existing metrics – scattered in many references – of wireless SemCom,
optical SemCom, quantum SemCom, and goal-oriented wireless SemCom. By doing so, this paper aims
to inspire the design, analysis, and optimization of a wide variety of SemCom and goal-oriented SemCom
systems. This article also stimulates the development of unified/universal performance assessment metrics
of SemCom and goal-oriented SemCom, as the existing metrics are purely statistical and hardly applicable
to reasoning-type tasks that constitute the heart of 6G and beyond.

INDEX TERMS 6G, wireless SemCom, optical SemCom, quantum SemCom, goal-oriented wireless
SemCom, metrics of SemCom and goal-oriented SemCom.

I. INTRODUCTION
A. MOTIVATION
Following the global rollout of fifth-generation (5G) wireless
communication system applications and services, researchers
in academia, industry, and national laboratories have been
developing visions [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9],
[10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20],
[21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26] regarding the next generation
of wireless communication systems – commonly known as
the sixth-generation (6G). 6G is driven – as envisaged in
the last four years – by multiple widely envisioned appli-
cations as varied as wireless brain-computer interactions,
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multi-sensory extended reality (XR) applications, blockchain
and distributed Ledger technologies, and connected robotic
and autonomous systems [1]; haptic communication, mas-
sive Internet of things (IoT) [27], integrated smart city,
and automation and manufacturing [28]; the internet of no
things (metaverse) [29], [30]; industrial IoT [31], internet
of robots [25], flying vehicles [17], and wireless data cen-
ters [17], [32]; accurate indoor positioning, new communica-
tion terminals, high-quality communication services onboard
aircraft, worldwide connectivity, integrated networking, com-
munications that support industry verticals [33], holographic
communication, tactile communication, and human bond
communication [6]; Smart Grid 2.0, Industry 5.0, personal-
ized body area networks, Healthcare 5.0; and the internet of
industrial smart things and the internet of healthcare [3].
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To make the aforementioned 6G applications a reality,
many researchers propose to use a wide variety of 6G
enabling technologies [1], [2], [3], [7], [11], [26] at the
infrastructure, spectrum, and algorithm/protocol level [34],
[35]. Despite the variety of proposals, realizing 6G – as many
researchers are presently contemplating – demands not only
evolutionary developments but also a revolutionary paradigm
shift [1]. The revolutionary paradigm shift – in particular –
must tackle the following fundamental challenges of 6G:

• Guaranteeing ultra-high data rate for most users.
• Ensuring an ultra-reliability and low latency for the bulk
of users.

• Managing ultra-heterogeneity
• Taming ultra-high complexity in 6G networks.
• Addressing ultra-high mobility
• Accommodating users’ needs or perspectives (see [36]).
• Designing with respect to (w.r.t.) various key perfor-
mance indicators (KPIs).

• Attaining high energy efficiency.
• Realizing energy-efficient artificial intelligence (AI).
• Ensuring security, privacy, and trust across the 6G net-
work.

• Attaining full intelligence and autonomy.
• Dealing with the technological uncertainty [37] of 6G
technology enablers.

Addressing the itemized fundamental challengeswould trans-
late to overcoming numerous interdisciplinary, multidisci-
plinary, and transdisciplinary (IMT) challenges.

To mitigate the astronomical IMT challenges of 6G,
the design of 6G systems and networks must be holisti-
cally geared towards minimizing power usage, bandwidth
consumption, and transmission delay by minimizing the
transmission of semantically irrelevant information. This
semantic-centric information transmission calls for the effi-
cient transmission of semantics by a semantic transmitter fol-
lowed by their reliable recovery by a semantic receiver. This
type of communication paradigm is now widely regarded
as semantic communication (SemCom). SemCom – which
was first put forward by Weaver around 1949 [38] – is a
communication paradigm aimed at conveying the transmit-
ter’s intended meaning. SemCom targets the transmission
of only the semantic information1 relevant to the commu-
nication goal in order to minimize the divergence between
the intended meaning of the transmitted messages and the
meaning of the messages ultimately recovered [45], reducing
data traffic considerably [46]. SemCom involves the trans-
mission of less data than the traditional communications
techniques do [45] because only the semantic information
that is pertinent to accurate interpretation at the destination

1Since semantics is built upon syntax and studies signs and their rela-
tionship to the world [39], the fundamental concept of semantic informa-
tion relies on the information ecosystem, which is a complete process of
information-knowledge-intelligence conversion [40], [41]. See [40, Fig.1]
for more information. Meanwhile, semantic information can be repre-
sented using knowledge graphs (KGs) [42], deep neural networks (DNNs),
topos [43], and quantum corollas [44].

is transmitted. In this respect, SemCom makes it possible to
utilize the available network capacity more effectively [47].
A network’s capacity can certainly be utilized effectively by
avoiding the bit-by-bit reconstruction of the transmitted infor-
mation at the receiver. Moreover, SemCom aims to incorpo-
rate the purpose of transmission when doing so to simplify
the data to be transmitted and avoid transmitting redundant
information [48].

SemCom epitomizes the “provisioning of the right and
significant piece of information to the right point of com-
putation (or actuation) at the right point in time’’ [49]. This
philosophy is of paramount importance for networked control
systems in which a system designer has to deal with not only
the transmission of relevant semantic information but also
the effectiveness of the transmitted semantic information to
effectively execute a desired goal/action. As for the desired
goal/action, a SemCom in which the efficiency/effectiveness
of semantic transmission is explicitly defined and targeted
can be qualified as a goal-oriented SemCom [50].2 Goal-
oriented SemCom is a subset of SemCom that provides a
pragmatic view of SemCom wherein the receiver is inter-
ested in the significance (semantics) and the effectiveness
of the source’s transmitted message to accomplish a cer-
tain goal [50]. Therefore, goal-oriented SemCom targets the
extraction and transmission of only task-relevant information
so that the transmitted source signal can be substantially
compressed, communication efficiency is improved, and low
end-to-end latency can be achieved [52].

The state-of-the-art on SemCom and goal-oriented Sem-
Com features many proposals concerning SemCom [39],
[51], [53], [54], [55], [56], [57], [58], [59], [60], [61]
and goal-oriented SemCom [39], [50], [51], [58] tech-
niques. Despite the numerous state-of-the-art techniques
that exist for SemCom and goal-oriented SemCom, the
design, analysis, optimization, and realization of systems
that are based on SemCom and goal-oriented SemCom are
fraught with various fundamental challenges. Among the
challenges, one important fundamental challenge is the lack
of unified/universal performance assessment metrics – of
SemCom and goal-oriented SemCom – that help facilitate
research developments in SemCom and goal-oriented Sem-
Com. To this end, a detailed discussion of the existing
performance metrics of SemCom and goal-oriented Sem-
Com – either used or proposed in state-of-the-art works – is
therefore required to develop a unified/universal performance
assessment metrics. To serve this purpose, this survey paper
reports on the existing metrics – from many distinct refer-
ences – of SemCom and goal-oriented SemComwhile aiming
to inspire the development of unified/universal performance

2Goal-oriented communication and task-oriented communication – that
are based on semantic information – are discussed throughout this paper
under the heading “goal-oriented wireless SemCom’’. However, the authors
of [51] underscore that goal communication is much broader than SemCom.
Per Weaver’s vision, they classify SemCom as semantic level-SemCom and
effectiveness level-SemCom.
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TABLE 1. Scope of this survey paper w.r.t. related state-of-the-art SemCom survey papers that discuss metrics of SemCom – Ref.: reference; “–’’ means
the particular reference didn’t discuss the semantic metric listed on a given row.

assessment metrics of SemCom and goal-oriented SemCom.
This translates to the following paper contributions.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS
The key contributions of this survey paper – a product of
multidisciplinary research – are enumerated below.

1) We discuss existing as well as emerging developments
of SemCom in multiple domains including wireless
SemCom, optical SemCom, and quantum SemCom.

2) We discuss existing as well as emerging developments
in goal-oriented wireless SemCom.

3) We detail the numerous semantic metrics that are used
for text, speech, and image quality assessment.

4) We present the semantic metrics that are deployed for
video quality and three-dimensional (3D) human sens-
ing assessment.

5) We provide an overview of age of information- and
value of information-based semantic metrics.

6) We outline resource allocation semantic metrics.
7) We present generic semantic metrics of SemCom.
8) We discuss semantic metrics of quantum SemCom.
9) We delineate semantic metrics of goal-oriented wire-

less SemCom.
The scope of our enumerated contributions w.r.t. the con-

tributions of related state-of-the-art SemCom papers that also
discuss semantic metrics are put in perspective by Table 1.
Considering the fact that the various metrics of SemCom and
goal-oriented SemCom are scattered in different references
that disseminate them in different times, we discuss most
of the corresponding metrics in this paper with the aim of
inspiring the development of unified performance assessment
metrics for SemCom and goal-oriented SemCom.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents this paper’s prelude. Sections III, IV, and V detail
the semantic metrics that are used for text, speech, and image
quality assessment, respectively. Section VI reports on the
semantic metrics that are deployed for video quality and 3D
human sensing assessment. Section VII provides an overview
of age of information- and value of information-based seman-
tic metrics. Section VIII outlines the resource allocation
semantic metrics. Sections IX and X present generic seman-

tic metrics of wireless SemCom and semantic metrics of
quantum SemCom, respectively. Section XI summarizes the
semantic metrics of goal-oriented wireless SemCom. Finally,
Section XII contains the concluding summary and research
outlook. Meanwhile, the organization and structure of this
survey paper are depicted in Fig. 1.

C. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
Scalars, vectors, and matrices are represented by italic letters,
bold lowercase letters, and bold uppercase letters, respec-
tively. Sets, datasets, skeletons, deep networks, and the
Hilbert space are denoted by calligraphic letters. Calligraphic
letters that are bold represent tensors. Random variables
(RVs) and multivariate RVs (or random vectors) are rep-
resented by uppercase letters and bold lowercase letters,
respectively. N, R(C), R+, Rn(Cn), and Rm×n denote the set
of natural numbers, the set of real(complex) numbers, the
set of non-negative real numbers, the set of n-dimensional
vectors of real(complex) numbers, and the set of m × n
matrices of real numbers, respectively. := denotes an equality
by definition. For n ∈ N, we let [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}. min,
max, ȷ , ∥ · ∥1, and In denote minimum, maximum,

√
−1, the

Schatten-1 norm, and an n × n identity matrix, respectively.
⊗, ∥ · ∥ (or ∥ · ∥2), (·)∗, (·)T , and (·)H stand for tensor
product, Euclidean norm, complex conjugate, transpose, and
Hermitian, respectively.

tr(·), E{·}, EX {·}, P(·), and P(A|B) denote trace (of a
matrix), expectation, expectation w.r.t. an RV X , probability,
and the probability of event A conditioned on event B, respec-
tively. 0(·), 0(·, ·), and I{·} represent the gamma function, the
upper incomplete gamma function, and an indicator function
that returns 1 if the argument is true and 0 otherwise, respec-
tively. For z ∈ C that z = x+ ȷy, its magnitude is denoted by
|z| and defined as |z| :=

√
x2 + y2. For a real vector a ∈ Rn,

its i-th element is denoted by (a)i for all i ∈ [n]. For two
real vectors a, b ∈ R1×n, their dot product is denoted by
a · b and defined as a · b :=

∑n
i=1(a)i(b)i. For two vectors

c, d ∈ Rm, their element-wise product is denoted by c ⊙ d .
For a three-way tensor Y ∈ RH×W×C , its element vector
w.r.t. the given h-th and w-th dimension – for h ∈ [H ] and
w ∈ [W ] – is denoted by (Y)h,w ∈ RC .
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FIGURE 1. The organization and structure of this survey paper.
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FIGURE 2. System model for SemCom – modified from [58, Fig. 6(b)].

|ψ⟩ is the Dirac’s ket notation for a column vector such
that |ψA⟩ :=

[
a0 a1 . . . aN−1

]T [62]. ⟨ψ | is the Dirac’s
bra notation corresponding to |ψ⟩ and defined as the com-
plex conjugate transpose (Hermitian) of |ψ⟩: i.e., ⟨ψA| :=

(|ψA⟩)H =
[
a∗

0 a
∗

1 . . . a
∗

N−1

]
[62]. For ⟨ψA| and the quan-

tum state |ψB⟩ :=
[
b0 b1 . . . bN−1

]T , ⟨ψA|ψB⟩ is the inner
product (dot product) – of the two vectors ψA and ψB – and
defined as [62, eq. (2.3)]

⟨ψA|ψB⟩ :=

N−1∑
i=0

a∗
i bi. (1)

For |ψA⟩ defined in above and ⟨ψB|(≡
(
|ψB⟩

)H ), |ψA⟩⟨ψB| is
their outer product and defined as [62, eq. (2.4)]

|ψA⟩⟨ψB| :=

 a0b∗

0 . . . a0b∗

N−1
...

. . .
...

aN−1b∗

0 . . . aN−1b∗

N−1

 . (2)

In light of this bra-ket notation, a (noiseless) quantum bit
(qubit) |ψ⟩ – a basic unit of quantum information – is a vector
in a two-dimensional complex vector space (two-dimensional
Hilbert space) and expressed as [63, eq. (1.1)]

|ψ⟩ := α|0⟩ + β|1⟩, (3)

where |0⟩ and |1⟩ are the special states known as compu-
tational basis states that form an orthonormal basis for the
vector space, and α, β ∈ C such that |α|

2
+ |β|

2
= 1 [63].

The complex coefficients α and β are probability amplitudes;
these amplitudes are not themselves probabilities but allow us
to calculate probabilities [64]. Per (3), the qubit |ψ⟩ is a linear
superposition3 of two quantum states (i.e., |0⟩ and |1⟩), which

3A quantum mechanical [65] equivalent of a bit, a qubit can be in state
of 0, state of 1, and a superposition of state 0 and state 1 [63]. A qubit can be
physically materialized as a quantum mechanical system based on nuclear
spin, electron spin, ion trap, quantum dot, optical cavity, and microwave
cavity [63, Ch. 7].

underscores the fact that a qubit can be in one of the infinitely4

many quantum states that are possible [63]. This is explained
by the fact that measuring a qubit makes the wave function
collapse, pushing the quantum state into just one term of the
superposition [62].
A generalized version of qubit – called qudit5 – is a

multi-level computational unit alternative to the conven-
tional 2-level qubit [66]. More specifically, a qudit6 is
a quantum version of d-ary digits whose state can be
characterized by a vector in the d-dimensional Hilbert
space Hd [66]. Hd is spanned by a set of orthonormal
basis vectors {|0⟩, |1⟩, |2⟩, . . . , |d − 1⟩} [66]. Using these
basis vectors, the state of a qudit takes the general form
[66, eq. (1)]

|φ⟩ := α0|0⟩ + α1|1⟩ + α2|2⟩ + . . .+ αd−1|d − 1⟩ (4a)

=
[
α0 α1 α2 . . . αd−1

]T
∈ Cd , (4b)

4Despite its infinitely many possible quantum states, a qubit cannot be
examined, and quantum mechanics (see [65]) asserts that we can obtain only
very limited information about |ψ⟩ [63]. To this end, when we measure
|ψ⟩, its inherent superposition will collapse and we get the result 0 or
1 with probability |α|

2 or probability |β|
2 (under the probability constraint

|α|
2

+ |β|
2

= 1), respectively [63].
5Compared to qubit, qudit offers a larger state space to store and process

information [66], [67]. Hence, qudit can simplify the experimental setup,
reduce the circuit complexity, and enhance algorithm efficiency [66]. Gener-
ally, qudits offer many advantages over qubits, including higher information
and communication capacity, greater noise resilience, enhanced robustness
to quantum cloning (see [68]), greater violation of local theories, and benefits
when it comes to communication complexity problems [67].

6As the basic computational element for quantum algorithms, qudit can
replace qubit and the state of a qudit is altered by qudit gates [66]. Mean-
while, high-dimensional quantum states such as qudits can be generated with
bulk optics and integrated photonics [67]. The following physical platforms
have been used to implement qudit gates or qudit algorithms: the time and
frequency bin of a photon, ion trap, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and
molecular magnets [66].
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TABLE 2. List of abbreviations and acronyms I. TABLE 3. List of abbreviations and acronyms II.
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where α0, α1, α2, . . . , αd−1 ∈ C and
∑d−1

i=0 |αi|
2

= 1 [66].
The qudit |φ⟩ can also be expressed as a sum of pure states
|αd ⟩ within a density matrix representation given by [69]

ρ :=

d−1∑
d=0

pd |αd ⟩⟨αd |, (5)

where pd is the selection probability pertaining to the d-th
pure state.

We now proceed to this paper’s prelude.

II. PRELUDE
A number of SemCom techniques inspired by the advance-
ments in 6G research [26], [70]; AI [71], [72], [73], machine
learning (ML) [74], [75], [76], and deep learning (DL) [77],
[78], [79] research; research on quantum computation [63],
[80], [81], quantum communication [82], [83], [84], and
quantum networking [62], [85], [86]; and research on optical
communications have been proposed in not only the wireless
domain – hereinafter referred to wireless SemCom – but also
in the optical and quantum domains. These latter domains’
respective SemCom paradigms are henceforth referred to as
optical SemCom and quantum SemCom. Quantum SemCom,
optical SemCom, and wireless SemCom are promising 6G
enabling technologies that need much more development and
discussion. Stimulating a comprehensive discussion toward
rigorous theoretical/algorithmic developments of SemCom,
we begin our discussion of the state-of-the-art developments
of wireless SemCom.

A. WIRELESS SemCom
Aiming to convey a message’s desired meaning (rather than
supporting symbol-by-symbol reconstruction), wireless Sem-
Com revolves around the extraction of semantic information
that is transmitted – by the semantic transmitter – through a
wireless communication channel and received by a seman-
tic receiver that has been designed to faithfully recover the
transmittedmessage’s intendedmeaning. Hence, the first step
in the wireless SemCom design is the extraction of semantic
information to be transmitted from the source data/message
to be transmitted. This semantic information extraction is
accomplished using a semantic encoder – by employing the
source knowledge base (KB) – which is often designed by
training deep networks such as transformers [87], [88], [89].
In many the state-of-the-art works, the semantic encoder’s
function comprises both semantic representation and seman-
tic encoding as schematized in Fig. 2. The output of such
a semantic encoder is then fed to a channel encoder, which
is usually designed using a trained DNN, that comprises a
trained end-to-end semantic transmitter.

The semantic transmitter’s output is sent through a channel
whose output is received by the semantic receiver. As shown
in Fig. 2, the semantic receiver is built using a DL-based
channel decoder followed by a deep network-based semantic
decoder. The DL-based semantic decoder performs semantic
decoding followed by semantic inference – using the des-
tination KB as viewed in Fig. 2 – to faithfully recover the

transmitted message’s intended meaning. While the semantic
receiver aims to determine the intended meaning, it can suffer
greatly from semantic noise7 so long as there is a mismatch
between the source KB and the destination KB. The desti-
nation KB, meanwhile, needs to be shared with the source
KB in real-time for effective SemCom akin to productive
human conversation, which requires common knowledge of
the communicating parties’ language and culture [58].

Advancements inDL, in particular, andAI, in general, have
spurred a surge in research contributions pertaining to the
design and optimization of variousDL-enabledwireless Sem-
Com systems. Such SemCom systems constitute the state-
of-the-art algorithmic research developments in wireless text
SemCom [46], [48], [56], [91], [92], [93], [94], [95], [96],
[97], [98], [99]; wireless audio SemCom [45], [100], [101],
[102], [103], [104]; wireless image SemCom [105], [106],
[107], [108], [109], [110], [111], [112], [113], [114], [115];
wireless video SemCom [116], [117], [118], [119]; wireless
multimodal SemCom [120]; and wireless cross-modal Sem-
Com [121] pertaining to the efficient wireless transmission
of text data, audio data, image data, video data, multime-
dia data, and multimedia and haptic data, respectively. All
these wireless SemCom techniques have been demonstrated
to outperform traditional/conventional wireless communica-
tion schemes, especially in low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
regimes.

In addition to the aforementioned wireless SemCom tech-
niques, the rapidly evolving state-of-the-art research land-
scape of SemCom also encompasses numerous SemCom
techniques and trends such as cognitive SemCom [122];
implicit SemCom [123]; adaptive SemCom [124]; context-
based SemCom [99], [125]; digital SemCom [126],
[127]; SemCom with conceptual spaces [128]; inverse
SemCom [129]; one-to-many SemCom [130]; cooperative
SemCom [131]; strategic SemCom [132]; and encrypted
SemCom [133]. These wireless SemCom techniques have
also been corroborated to outperform traditional wireless
communication techniques in low SNR regimes. For fur-
ther details, meanwhile, the reader is referred to the vision
papers [89], [91], [134], [135], [136], [137], [138], [139],
[140], [141], [142], [143], [144], [145], and [146] and the
tutorial/survey papers [39], [51], [53], [54], [55], [56], [57],
[58], [59], [60], and [61] on state-of-the-art developments in
wireless SemCom.

Inspired by some of the aforementioned wireless Sem-
Com techniques, there are also some SemCom proposals
and experimental demonstrations in the domain of optical
communications. Thus, we continue with the techniques of
optical SemCom.

B. OPTICAL SemCom
The authors of [147] design and experimentally demon-
strate an optical SemCom system in which DL is exploited

7Semantic noise causes semantic information to be misunderstood by
producing a misleadingmeaning between the transmitter’s intendedmeaning
and the receiver’s recovered meaning [90].
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to extract semantic information from the source and the
generated semantic symbols are then directly transmitted
through an optical fiber. This optical SemCom system pro-
duce higher information compression and achieve more sta-
ble performance, particularly in the low received optical
power regime, while enhancing the robustness against optical
link impairments [147].

As part of their proposed optical SemCom system, the
authors of [147] experimentally substantiate the semantic
transmission of text and images through an intensity modula-
tion / direct detection (IM/DD)-based optical fiber link. For
text transmission, the authors of [147] design the language
attention network to restore the meaning of sentences while
minimizing semantic errors. For image transmission, on the
other hand, they design the dual-attention residual network
to extract rich semantic features from images while keeping
semantic errors to a minimum. Moreover, to make semantic
decoding robust against evident optical link impairments,
they deploy a convolutional neural network (CNN) in the
semantic decoding network and perform joint optimization.

For the purpose of comparison, the authors of [147] carry
out experiments on traditional IM/DD pulse-amplitude mod-
ulation 8 (PAM8) and PAM4 optical fiber communication
(OFC) systems. For these systems, the results reported by
the authors of [147] corroborate that their proposed optical
SemCom system achieves higher information compression
and is more robust to Gaussian noise as well as optical link
impairments [147]. When the optical channel environment is
harsh, the performance of traditional OFC systems drops off
a “cliff,’’ whereas the optical SemCom system’s performance
remains stable [147]. These results attest to the proposed
optical SemCom system’s considerable advantages over tra-
ditional OFC systems, especially in the low received optical
power and high optical link impairment regimes [147].

This optical SemCom system’s significant advantages
demonstrate the viability of SemCom for 6G and beyond in
not only the wireless domain but also the optical domain.
Apart from optical and wireless domains, SemCom is also
proposed in the quantum domain, which we discuss below.

C. QUANTUM SemCom
At the crossroads of SemCom [51], [53], [54], [58]; ML [74],
[75], [76]; quantum ML (QML) [148], [149], [150]; quan-
tum computing [63], [80], [81]; quantum communica-
tion [82], [83], [84]; and quantum networking [62], [85],
[86], the authors of [69] propose a SemCom system in the
quantum domain dubbed quantum semantic communication
(QSC) [69, Fig. 1]. QSC is based on the premise that the
d-dimensional quantum state – per (4a) – can be viewed
as equivalent to the concept of finite vocabulary in the
information-theoretic domain [69]. Accordingly, the set of
d orthonormal basis vectors {|0⟩, |1⟩, |2⟩, . . . , |d − 1⟩} span-
ning the Hilbert space Hd construct a common language8 –
vocabulary of contextual meanings – that can be employed to

8Since it is part of a common language, every superposition of the d basis
vectors corresponds to a unique contextual meaning [69].

create a fitting semantic representation of the data [69]. The
raw data’s semantic representation can be efficiently achieved
by quantum embedding using quantum feature maps [151].

Using quantum feature maps [151], the authors of [69]
propose to encode a classical datum x ∈ X into quan-
tum states |ψ(x)⟩ in the d-dimensional9 Hilbert space Hd
using a quantum feature map ψ : X → Hd such
that x → |ψ(x)⟩. This mapping can be achieved using
Uψ (x) which is known as a feature-embedding circuit10 [151]
(or quantum-embedding circuit [69]). Uψ (x) acts11 on the
ground or vacuum state |0 . . . 0⟩ of the Hilbert space Hd as
Uψ (x)|0 . . . 0⟩ = |ψ(x)⟩ [151]. This makes it possible to
construct the classical datum’s quantum-embedded semantic
representations via semantic-embedded quantum states [69].
To transmit these states reliably, the authors of [69] propose
to process the semantic-embedded quantum states to be trans-
mitted as follows [69, Fig. 1]:

1) The semantically-embedded d-dimensional quantum
states are stored in quantum random access memory
(QRAM) [69].

2) The speaker implements quantum clustering tech-
niques to construct efficient representations of the
quantum semantics [69].

3) The qudits – corresponding to the quantum seman-
tics – are generated using orbital angular momentum
(OAM) [155] encoding [69].

4) One of the generated entangled photons12 is transmit-
ted to the listener over a quantum channel (optical fiber
or free-space optical channel) to initiate the quantum
entanglement link [69].

5) The listener can then detect the transmitted entangled
photon and store it in QRAM. Entanglement purifica-
tion protocols (e.g, [156]) can be subsequently applied
whenever needed.

6) The entanglement link between the speaker and the
listener is established [69].

7) The speaker maps each of the K semantic-representing
d-dimensional quantum states to one of its entangled
photons [69].

8) The quantum teleportation protocol is implemented to
deliver the semantics to the listener [69].

9In this particular setting, it is assumed that the Hilbert space dimension
d is much greater than the dimension of the classical dataset X [69].

10Other than circuit-based (gate-based) quantum computing (QC), which
is a very popular approach to QC, various other approaches exist, includ-
ing measurement-based QC [152], adiabatic QC [153], and topological
QC [154].

11From a quantum computing viewpoint, the quantum feature map given
by x → |ψ(x)⟩ corresponds to a state preparation circuit Uψ (x) that acts on
the ground state |0 . . . 0⟩ [151].

12Quantum entanglement – which Albert Einstein famously referred to as
“spooky action at a distance’’ [62] – is the very striking (counter-intuitive)
quantum mechanical phenomenon that the states of two or more quantum
subsystems are correlated in a manner that is not possible in classical
systems [62]. Quantum entanglement is a peculiarly quantum mechanical
resource that usually plays a prominent role in the applications of quantum
computation, quantum information, quantum communication, and quantum
networking [62], [63].
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9) Lastly, the listener conducts quantum measurements
(and applies some quantum gates) to retrieve the
embedded semantics and recover the context from the
raw data using quantum operations [69].

The itemized steps comprise the quantum SemCom tech-
nique dubbed QSC [69, Fig. 1]. Apart from QSC, the authors
of [157] present a quantum SemCom system that is secured
by quantum key distribution13 (QKD).Meanwhile, it is worth
mentioning that quantum SemCom – like optical SemCom,
wireless SemCom, and other communication paradigms –
is not an end but a means to achieve specific goals [159],
[160]. This goal-oriented viewpoint justifies the need for
goal-oriented wireless SemCom techniques, as discussed
below.

D. GOAL-ORIENTED WIRELESS SemCom
Revolving around the effectiveness of communication using
semantic information, goal-oriented SemCom enables inter-
ested communicating parties to achieve a joint communica-
tion goal/task [58], [160]. In view of a joint communication
goal/task, Fig. 3 shows a generic system model for goal-
oriented SemCom, where the goal-oriented SemCom trans-
mitter transforms the source data into semantically encoded
information via the cascaded processing – using the source
KB w.r.t. a given communication goal/task – of semantic
representation, semantic filtering, and semantic encoding.
The semantically encoded data is then fed into the channel
encoder, whose output is transmitted through a wireless phys-
ical channel.

The output of the physical channel is received by the
goal-oriented SemCom receiver’s channel decoder. Acting
on the channel decoder’s output, the receiver aims to take
a desired action – regarding a communication goal/task and
a destination KB (which is shared with the source KB in
real-time) – via a semantic decoding operation followed by
semantic inference [58]. The inference module’s output – for
example, in self-driving cars – can incorporate action execu-
tion instructions such as acceleration and braking; responding
to pedestrians, roadblocks, traffic signal changes; and the
angle for the steering wheel and flashing the headlights [58].
Each of these goals would require application/goal-tailored
semantic extraction at the receiver followed by semantic fil-
tering which is, in turn, followed by semantic post-processing
prior to the source signal transmission [47], as schematized in
[47, Figure 12].

Concerning wireless SemCom and goal-oriented wire-
less SemCom, the state-of-the-art also comprises many
goal-oriented wireless SemCom developments. Major trends
in these developments include task-oriented communication
with digital modulation [52]; goal-oriented SemCom with
AI tasks [161]; intent-based goal-oriented SemCom [162],

13As a secure communication paradigm, QKD utilizes a cryptographic
protocol that incorporates components of quantum mechanics. The reader
is referred to [62], [82], and [158] for details about state-of-the-art QKD
techniques and developments.

[163]; and multi-user goal-oriented SemCom [164]. The
reader is referred to the vision papers [47], [49], [136], [159],
[165], [166], and [167] and the tutorial/survey papers [39],
[50], [51], [58], and [168] on goal-oriented wireless Sem-
Com.

Prior to detailing themetrics of SemCom and goal-oriented
SemCom (Sections III through XI), let us first look at
the basic semantic unit (sut) or semantic base (Seb) [137].
Regarding the latter, the authors of [137] introduce the
concept of Seb14 as a basic representation framework for
semantic information much like bit is the representation and
measurement framework for information entropy. According
to the authors of [137], Seb provides a modularized and
abstractivemethod to symbolize semantic information, which
inspires SemCom to be more efficient [137]. As an alterna-
tive definition of the basic unit of semantic information, the
authors of [169] advocate that semantic information can be
measured by the sut, defined to designate the basic unit of
semantic information. In light of sut and Seb, the design,
analysis, and optimization of goal-oriented wireless Sem-
Com systems, quantum SemCom systems, optical SemCom
systems, and wireless SemCom systems hinge on adequate
semantic metrics. Therefore, we continue below with state-
of-the-art semantic metrics for text quality assessment.

III. SEMANTIC METRICS FOR TEXT QUALITY
ASSESSMENT
To assess the quality of text, several semantic metrics have
been developed over the years. Some of these metrics have
been exploited since recently in the design, analysis, and
optimization of state-of-the-art wireless text SemCom sys-
tems [46], [48], [56], [91], [92], [93], [94], [95], [96],
[97], [98], [99] and an optical text SemCom system [147].
Deployed in both optical and wireless text SemCom sys-
tems, semantic metrics such as semantic distance, word
error rate (WER), bilingual evaluation understudy (BLEU),
consensus-based image description evaluation (CIDEr), the
semantic similarity metric (SSM), the upper tail probability
of SSM, SSM using sentence-BERT15 (SSM using SBERT),
the metric for evaluation of translation with explicit order-
ing (METEOR), and average bit consumption per sentence
are commonly used by designers of wireless and optical
text SemCom systems. The mentioned metrics are discussed
below, beginning with semantic distance.

A. SEMANTIC DISTANCE
Semantic distance (semantic distortion) measures the seman-
tic dissimilarity between two words [55], [91]. More specifi-
cally, semantic distance quantifies the distortion between two

14The authors of [137] believe that Seb will be an essential building block
for a more comprehensive semantic information-processing framework that
integrates SemCom and semantic computation. To this end, they recom-
mend studying the Seb representation to enable unified/generalized semantic
information extraction and representation for multimodal (syntactic) infor-
mation [137].

15BERT: bidirectional encoder representations from transformers [170].
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FIGURE 3. System model for goal-oriented SemCom – adapted from [58, Fig. 6(c)].

words w, ŵ on a semantic level and is defined as [91, eq. (5)]

d(w, ŵ) := 1 − sim(w, ŵ), (6)

where w, ŵ ∈ W – W being a finite set of all meaningful
words – and sim(w, ŵ) ∈ [0, 1] denotes the semantic similar-
ity betweenw and ŵ. Using (6), we can determine the average
semantic error, which is the average semantic distance in
probability [55], [91]. To define this probability formally, let
the encoder of [91, Fig. 2] observe a word w from a finite set
W with a probability P(W = w). The encoder maps w into a
channel input x = [x1, . . . , xn] ∈ X (n) using an encoding
function g : W → X (n), where X (n)

⊆ X n and X is a
finite alphabet, and g ∈ G given G is the set of all encoding
functions. The channel input x is then transmitted through
a noisy channel – which is characterized by the conditional
probability p(Y = y|X = x)16 – that produces channel
output y = [y1, . . . , yn] ∈ Y (n), where Y (n)

⊆ Yn and Y
is a finite alphabet. The channel output y is fed to a decoder
that recovers a word ŵ ∈ W from y w.r.t. the context q by
employing a decoding function h : Y (n)

×Q → W given that
h ∈ H – withH being the set of all valid decoding functions –
and q ∈ Q, withQ being the set of all plausible contexts. For
this particular setting, the average semantic error (or average
semantic distortion) is defined using (6) as [91, eq. (7)]

Dθ
(
(g, h),P(Q|W ,2 = θ )

)
:=

∑
w∈W,q∈Q,y∈Y (n)

∑
x∈X (n)

p(W = w,Q = q,Y = y,X = x|2 = θ )d(w, h(y, q)), (7)

16As opposed to our notation, Y and X denote multivariate RVs in this
particular case.

where (g, h) ∈ G × H and the RV 2 characterizes a given
agent’s nature – either helpful or adversarial – via P(2 = θ )
which is defined in [91, eq. (1)]. Because average semantic
error – per (7) – determines only the semantic similarity
between individual words, it would be difficult to compute for
large datasets [51]. This leads us to discuss a computationally
easy semantic metric for the assessment of both text and
speech quality named WER.

B. WORD ERROR RATE
WER is defined as the edit distance normalized by the length
of a sentence [55]. This text SemCommetric is therefore easy
to calculate and can reflect semantic similarity to a certain
extent [51]. Nevertheless, WER cannot capture the effects of
synonyms or semantic similarity [51].

We now proceed with our discussion of a text quality
assessment metric that is useful for the design, analysis, and
optimization of text SemCom systems – named BLEU.

C. BILINGUAL EVALUATION UNDERSTUDY
To evaluate the quality of amachine translated text, the BLEU
score [171] is a metric that is commonly used to assess the
effectiveness of text SemCom systems [46], [48], [93], [94],
[95], [98]. SemCom systems’ performance can be quantified
using the BLEU score – between the transmitted sentence s
and the recovered sentence ŝ – which is defined as [171], [54,
eq. (14)]

logBLEU := min(1 − lŝ/ls, 0) +

N∑
n=1

un logPn, (8)
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where lŝ and ls are, respectively, the length of ŝ and s, un
denotes the weights of the n-grams, and Pn is the n-grams
score defined as [54, eq. (15)]

Pn :=

∑
k min

(
Ck (ŝ),Ck (s)

)∑
k min

(
Ck (ŝ)

) , (9)

where Ck (·) represents the frequency count function for the
k-th element in the n-th gram [54]. Although BLEU consid-
ers linguistic laws given that semantically consistent words
often come together in a given corpus, it computes only the
differences between the words in two sentences – without
providing any insight into the meaning of the sentences [135].
More specifically, the BLUEmetric cannot distinguish subtle
variations in words such as polysemy17 and synonym [46].

We now continue with our discussion of another text qual-
ity assessment metric that is useful for the design, analysis,
and optimization of text SemCom systems – named CIDEr.

D. CONSENSUS-BASED IMAGE DESCRIPTION
EVALUATION
The authors of [172] propose to use CIDEr as an automatic
consensus metric of image description quality. CIDEr was
originally used to measure the similarity between a candi-
date sentence to a collection of human-generated reference
sentences (i.e., ground truth sentences) describing a given
image [58], [135], [172]. As a result, CIDEr is used as
semantic metric for the text SemCom system proposed by the
authors of [96]. To define CIDEr which automatically evalu-
ates – for a given image Ii – how well a candidate sentence
ci matches the consensus of a variety of image descriptions
Si := {si1, ..., sim}, let all words of the candidate and refer-
ence sentences be mapped to their root forms, each sentence
be represented by the set of n-grams present in it (where an
n-gram ωk is a set of one or more ordered words [172]),
and hk (sij)

(
hk (ci)

)
be the number of times an n-gram ωk

occurs in the j-th reference sentence sij (candidate sentence
ci). For this setting, the term frequency-inverse document
frequency weighting gk (sij) for each n-gram ωk is computed
as [172, eq. (1)]

gk (sij) :=
hk (sij)∑
ωl∈�

hl(sij)

× log
(

|I|∑
Ip∈I min(1,

∑
q hk (spq))

)
, (10)

where � stands for the vocabulary of all n-grams and I is
the set of all images in the dataset [172]. Employing (10),
the CIDErn score for n-grams of length n is computed using
the average cosine similarity [173] between the candidate
sentence and the reference sentences as [172, eq. (2)]

CIDErn(ci, Si) :=
1
m

m∑
j=1

gn(ci) · gn(sij)
∥gn(ci)∥∥gn(sij)∥

, (11)

17Polysemy epitomizes the following phenomenon: when an instance of a
word (or phrase) is used in different contexts to convey two or more different
meanings [140].

where gn(ci) denotes a vector formed by gk (ci) that corre-
sponds to all the n-grams of the candidate sentence ci, and
gn(sij) represents a vector formed by gk (sij) that signifies all
the n-grams of the i-th reference sentence sij [172]. In light
of (11), longer n-grams are used to capture grammatical
properties and richer semantics [172]. To this end, the CIDErn
scores from n-grams of varying lengths are combined using
(11) as follows [172, eq. (3)]:

CIDEr(ci, Si) =

N∑
n=1

CIDErn(ci, Si), (12)

where uniform weights wn = 1/N work the best [172]
and 1 ≤ N ≤ 4 (as constrained by the authors of [172]).
The advantage of CIDEr – as it is defined in (12) – is
that it assesses semantic similarity on the basis of a set of
human-generated reference sentences having identical mean-
ing [58], [135] rather than a reference sentence like BLEU.
On the other hand, the downside of CIDEr like BLUE is that it
is based on the comparison of word groups – CIDEr captures
the semantic similarity at the word level [58], [135], rather
than the sentence level while considering the various possible
contexts of a word.

To address the linguistic fact that a word can have different
meanings in various contexts (e.g., “mouse’’ in biology and
“mouse’’ in computer science), the authors of [46] introduce
SSM, which we discuss below.

E. SEMANTIC SIMILARITY METRIC
SSM measures the semantic similarity between the transmit-
ted sentence s and the estimated sentence ŝ. For ŝ and s, SSM
is defined as [46, eq. (13)], [54, eq. (16)]

η(ŝ, s) :=
B8(s)B8(ŝ)T

∥B8(s)∥∥B8(ŝ)∥
, (13)

where 0 ≤ η(ŝ, s) ≤ 1 and B8(·) denotes the output of BERT,
which is an enormous pre-trained model that encompasses
billions of parameters used for mining semantic informa-
tion [46]. As defined in (13), the metric η(s, ŝ) takes val-
ues between 0 and 1 (which mirror semantic irrelevance
and semantic consistency, respectively) [174]. Meanwhile,
since BERT are sensitive to polysemy, semantic information
is quantified by the sentence similarity metric at the sen-
tence level [135]. Meanwhile, the probabilistic aspect of a
BERT-based SSM per (13) can be assessed using a proba-
bilistic metric named the upper tail probability of SSM.

F. UPPER TAIL PROBABILITY OF SSM
The upper tail probability of SSM η(s, ŝ) w.r.t. ηmin ∈ [0, 1]
is proposed by the authors of [175] as a suitable metric
for assessing the performance of a wireless text SemCom
technique and is defined as [175, eq. (8)]

p(ηmin) := P
(
η(s, ŝ) ≥ ηmin

)
, (14)

where η(s, ŝ) is defined in (13) and ηmin stands for min-
imum semantic similarity. The upper tail probability of
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SSM is useful for quantifying the probabilistic assessment
of wireless/optical text SemCom techniques. To this end,
the authors of [175] employed it to quantify the asymp-
totic performance of a DL-enabled semantic communication
system (DeepSC [46]) subject to single-interferer as well
as multi-interferer radio frequency interference. It is worth
underscoring, however, that employing the upper tail proba-
bility of SSM to assess the performance of a text SemCom
technique can lead to mathematical intractability – espe-
cially when analyzing the non-asymptotic performance of
a DL-based text SemCom technique – due to DL models’
fundamental lack of interpretability [176], [177] and the lack
of a commonly agreed-upon (unified) definition of semantics
/ semantic information.

The probabilistic metric set out in (14) is inspired by
the SSM metric defined in (13). The metric in (13) is a
cosine similarity metric using BERT. Nevertheless, the sen-
tence embeddings that result from using a pre-trained BERT
model without fine-tuning on semantic textual similarity task
inadequately capture the sentences’ semantic meaning due
to anisotropic embedding space [178], [179]. We therefore
discuss below another text SemCommetric termed SSMusing
SBERT18 [180].

G. SSM USING SBERT
To begin with, “child’’ and “children’’ are semantically asso-
ciated even though their lexical similarity computed using
BLEU is zero [179]. Despite the input and output having
such a low BLEU score for lexical similarity, their semantic
similarity can be high [179]. To capture this notion of high
semantic similarity, the authors of [179] represent sentences
as embeddings using an embedding model M and compute
the cosine similarity between the input sentence s and the
recovered sentence ŝ as follows [179, eq. (4)]:

match(ŝ, s) :=
M(s)M(ŝ)T

∥M(s)∥∥M(ŝ)∥
. (15)

Rather than using BERT without fine-tuning on semantic
textual similarity task (whichwill poorly capture the semantic
meaning of the sentences [178], [179]), the authors of [179]
use SBERT [180] – fine-tuned on semantic textual similarity
tasks – as an embedding modelM . To this end, the definition
in (15) represents the metric SSM using SBERT provided that
the SBERTmodel is fine-tuned on semantic textual similarity
tasks to encode the sentence embedding [179].

We now move on to our discussion of another text quality
assessment metric that is useful for the design, analysis, and
optimization of text SemCom systems – termed METEOR.

H. METRIC FOR EVALUATION OF TRANSLATION WITH
EXPLICIT ORDERING
METEOR is an automatic metric for the assessment of
machine translation that is based on a generalized concept of
unigram matching – based on their surface forms, stemmed

18SBERT: sentence-BERT.

forms, and meanings – between a translation produced by a
machine and a set of reference translations produced by a
human [181]. It therefore expands the synonym set by intro-
ducing external knowledge sources [174], such as WordNet
(see [182]). In addition, METEOR employs precision Pm and
recall Rm to evaluate the similarity between transmitted and
received texts as follows [174, eq. (3)]:

METEOR := (1 − Pen)F̄, (16)

where Pen is the penalty coefficient and F̄ is the harmonic
mean that combines Pm and Rm as given by [174, eq. (2)]

F̄ :=
PmRm

αPm + (1 − α)Rm
, (17)

where α is the hyperparameter according to WordNet [174].
To summarize, the authors of [181] substantiate that
METEOR considerably improves correlation with human
judgment. Despite this notable advantage, it is restricted to
unigram matches, which makes it a strictly word-level met-
ric [183]. This leads us to the discussion of our last text Sem-
Com metric, called average bit consumption per sentence.

I. AVERAGE BIT CONSUMPTION PER SENTENCE
The authors of [98] introduce average bit consumption per
sentence as a wireless text SemCom metric. This metric
measures a system’s performance from a communication
perspective [54].More specifically, the authors of [98] deploy
this text semantic metric to evaluate the performance of their
proposed text semantic transmission techniques with hybrid
automatic repeat request (HARQ).

The reader is referred to [184] for a survey on the evolution
of semantic similarity and to [185] for a survey on the meth-
ods, tools, and applications of semantic textual similarity for
additional information on the possibly useful metrics appli-
cable for text SemCom. Wrapping up, the existing semantic
metrics for text quality assessment that are applicable in
both wireless text SemCom and optical text SemCom are
summarized along with their pros and cons in Table 4.

We now continue with our discussion on state-of-the-art
semantic metrics for speech quality assessment.

IV. SEMANTIC METRICS FOR SPEECH QUALITY
ASSESSMENT
For speech quality assessment, the following metrics are
commonly used: signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR), perceptual
evaluation of speech quality (PESQ), (unconditional) Fréchet
deep speech distance (FDSD), and (unconditional) kernel
deep speech distance (KDSD) [54], [58]. Recently, WER and
character error rate (CER) have been employed to assess the
quality of speech recovered by the semantic receiver in awire-
less audio SemCom system [45], [100], [101], [102], [103],
[104]. In what follows, we discuss the following semantic
metrics applicable to audio SemCom: WER, CER, SDR,
PESQ, FDSD, and KDSD. We begin with a brief discussion
of WER.
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TABLE 4. Main semantic metrics for text quality assessment along with their pros and cons – WER: word error rate; BLEU: bilingual evaluation
understudy; SSM: semantic similarity metric; BERT: bidirectional encoder representations from transformers; SBERT: sentence-BERT; METEOR: metric for
evaluation of translation with the explicit ordering.

A. WORD ERROR RATE
Since audio data and text data are very similar, WER has
also been applied to assess the accuracy of speech signal
transmission [51]. To this end, it is defined in terms of the
number of word substitutions (SW ), word deletions (DW ), and
word insertions (IW ) as [102, eq. (10)]

WER :=
SW + DW + IW

NW
, (18)

where NW stands for the number of words in the original
speech transcription. As defined in (18), WER has been
applied in the design of various audio SemCom techniques
including the one used in [186].

We now continue with our discussion of a speech quality
assessment metric that is useful for the design, analysis, and
optimization of audio SemCom systems – termed CER.

B. CHARACTER ERROR RATE
Unlike WER for the evaluation of text similarity, the CER
metric operates at the character level rather than the word
level to assess the accuracy of speech recognition [51], [102].
Accordingly, similar to WER, CER is defined in terms of the
number of character substitutions (SC ), character deletions
(DC ), and character insertions (IC ) as [102, eq. (9)]

CER :=
SC + DC + IC

NC
, (19)

where NC denotes the number of characters in the original
speech transcription.

We now proceed with our discussion of another speech
quality assessment metric that is useful for the design, anal-
ysis, and optimization of audio SemCom systems – named
SDR.

C. SIGNAL-TO-DisTOrtion RATIO
SDR is a commonly used metric for speech transmis-
sion [100], [101], [187]. For a given speech sample sequence
s = [s1, s2, . . . , sW ] ∈ R1×W and a decoded speech
sequence ŝ = [ŝ1, ŝ2, . . . , ŝW ] ∈ R1×W , SDR is defined
as [100, eq. (6)], [187, eq. (13)]

SDR := 10 log10

(
∥s∥2

∥s− ŝ∥2

)
. (20)

As can be inferred from (20), SDR and mean squared error
(MSE) are related [51] such that one can be inferred from the
other. Accordingly, (20) asserts that a lower MSE value leads
to higher SDR value, and vice versa. In addition, because a
difference in SDR produces a visible performance difference,
it can be used to optimize DNNs [51].

We now continue with our discussion of yet another speech
quality assessment metric that is useful for the design, anal-
ysis, and optimization of audio SemCom systems – termed
PESQ.
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D. PERCEPTUAL EVALUATION OF SPEECH QUALITY
PESQ [188] is an International Telecommunication Union
(ITU)-standardized19 metric for evaluating the subjective
quality of speech signals under various conditions – such
as background noise, analog filtering, and variable delay –
by scoring their quality on a scale from -0.5 to 4.5 [100],
[188]. This metric is the result of merging the perceptual
analysis measurement system (PAMS) and an enhanced ver-
sion of the perceptual speech quality measure (PSQM) named
PSQM99 [188]. Meanwhile, the basic diagram of PESQ and
its philosophy is shown in Fig. 4.

PESQ is deployed in [100] and [101] to evaluate the
performance of SemCom systems for speech transmission.
PESQ presumes that humans’ perceptual memory is short,
which makes it a realistic metric w.r.t. human behavior [58].
Nonetheless, PESQ quantifies the accuracy of speech trans-
mission rather than its semantic content [58].

We now continue with our discussion of one more speech
quality assessment metric that is important for the design,
analysis, and optimization of audio SemCom systems –
dubbed FDSD.

E. Fréchet DEEP SPEECH DISTANCE
FDSD is used to quantify the quality of synthesized speech
signals [54], [190]. If we let the original speech samples
D ∈ RK×L and the synthesized speech samples D̂ ∈ RK̂×L

have means µD and µD̂, respectively, FDSD can be defined
mathematically as [54, eq. (21)]

02
:= ∥µD − µD̂∥

2
+ tr

(
6D +6D̂ −

√
6D6D̂

)
, (21)

where6D and6D̂ denote the covariance matrices ofD and D̂,
respectively. In light of (21), the smaller the value of FDSD,
the more similar the real and synthesized speech signals
are [54]. FDSD is employed in the design and optimization
of an audio SemCom system in [104].

This leads us to the discussion of our last speech quality
assessment metric that is important for the design, analysis,
and optimization of audio SemCom systems – named KDSD.

F. KERNEL DEEP SPEECH DISTANCE
Like FDSD, KDSD is also utilized to assess the quality of
synthesized speech signals [54], [190]. Using the definitions
set out in Section IV-E, KDSD can be definedmathematically
w.r.t. kernel q(·, ·) as [54, eq. (22)]

12
:=

1
K (K − 1)

∑
1≤i,j≤K : i̸=j

q
(
Di, D̂j

)
+

1

K̂ (K̂ − 1)

×

∑
1≤i,j≤K : i̸=j

q
(
Di, D̂j

)
+

K∑
i=1

K̂∑
j=1

q
(
Di, D̂j

)
. (22)

When it comes to the definition in (22), the smaller the
KDSD values are, the more similar the real and synthesized

19ITU standardized PESQ as the ITU-T Recommendation P.862 [189].

speech signals are [54]. KDSD is exploited in the design and
optimization of an audio SemCom system in [104].

The aforementioned metrics for speech quality assessment
hardly quantify performance at the level of semantic under-
standing [58]. Thus, the audio SemCom research field lacks
semantic assessment metrics that incorporate semantic under-
standing, like BERT and BLEU [58]. At last, the existing
metrics for speech quality assessment that are applicable to
wireless audio SemCom are summarized along with their
pros and cons in Table 5.
We now continue with our discussion on the state-of-the-

art semantic metrics for image quality assessment.

V. SEMANTIC METRICS FOR IMAGE QUALITY
ASSESSMENT
Numerous semantic metrics have been proposed to date
for image quality assessment (IQA) [191]. Some of these
IQA metrics have been exploited in the design, analysis,
or optimization of state-of-the-art wireless image SemCom
systems [105], [106], [107], [108], [109], [110], [111], [112],
[113], [114], [115] and an optical image SemCom sys-
tem [147]. Applicable to these systems, image SemCommet-
rics such as image semantic similarity, peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR), structural similarity index measure (SSIM),
multi-scale structural similarity index measure (MS-SSIM),
learned perceptual image patch similarity (LPIPS), mean
intersection over union (mIoU), image-to-graph semantic
similarity (ISS), and recognition accuracy are widely used
by designers of wireless as well as optical image SemCom
systems. These metrics are detailed henceforward, beginning
with image semantic similarity.

A. IMAGE SEMANTIC SIMILARITY
The image semantic similarity of two images A and B is
computed as [54, eq. (18)]

2(f (A), f (B)) := ∥f (A) − f (B)∥22, (23)

where f (·) denotes an image embedding function that maps
an image to a point in the Euclidean space [54]. However,
the metric defined by (23) depends on the higher-order image
structure, which is often context-dependent [54].

We now move on to our discussion of a computationally
simple IQA metric that is important for designing, analyzing,
and optimizing image SemCom systems – known as PSNR.

B. PEAK SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
PSNR quantifies the ratio between the maximum possible
power of the desired signal and the power of the noise that has
contaminated the desired signal [105]. Accordingly, PSNR is
defined in a logarithmic-scale as [105, eq. (4)]

PSNR := 10 log10
MAX2

MSE
[dB], (24)

where MAX denotes the maximum possible number of
image pixels and MSE represents the mean squared error
between a reference image and a reconstructed image. The
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FIGURE 4. Basic diagram of PESQ [58, Fig. 13] and its philosophy [189, Figure 1/P.862] – MOS: mean opinion score.

TABLE 5. Main semantic metrics for speech quality assessment along with their pros and cons – WER: word error rate; CER: character error rate; SDR:
signal-to-distortion ratio; PESQ: perceptual evaluation of speech quality; FDSD: unconditional Fréchet deep speech distance; KDSD: unconditional kernel
deep speech distance; MOSes: mean opinion scores.

following conclusion can be drawn from the definition
in (24): as the MSE between the transmitted image and
the reconstructed image becomes smaller, the PSNR20 gets
larger, meaning a better-quality of reconstructed image [55].

We nowmove on to our discussion of a widely known IQA
metric that is also important for designing, analyzing, and
optimizing image SemCom systems – termed SSIM.

C. STRUCTURAL SIMILARITY INDEX MEASURE
To formally define the metric SSIM, let us first define an
overall similarity measure for two non-negative image signals
x and y as [192, eq. (5)]

S(x, y) := f (l(x, y), c(x, y), s(x, y)), (25)

where S(x, y) denotes the overall measure of similarity
between x and y; l(·, ·), c(·, ·), and s(·, ·) represent the lumi-
nance comparison function, the contrast comparison func-
tion, and the structure comparison function, respectively;
and f (·, ·, ·) is the similarity measure function whose argu-
ments are the outputs of l(·, ·), c(·, ·), and s(·, ·). In light
of (25) and the functions l(·, ·), c(·, ·), and s(·, ·) as defined

20PSNR can also be employed to assess the quality of video transmission
since a video is made of several image frames [55].

in [192, eq. (6)], [192, eq. (9)], and [192, eq. (10)], respec-
tively, the SSIM between x and y is defined as [192, eq. (12)]

SSIM(x, y) := [l(x, y)]α[c(x, y)]β [s(x, y)]γ , (26)

where α, β, γ > 0 are parameters used to adjust the relative
importance of the three functions’ outputs [192]. In view
of (26), one may require a single overall quality measure –
for the entire image in question – which can be captured by
the metric mean SSIM (MSSIM) that is defined via (26) as
[192, eq. (17)]

MSSIM(X,Y ) :=
1
M

M∑
j=1

SSIM(xj, yj), (27)

whereX andY are the reference and distorted images, respec-
tively;M is the number of local windows of the image; and xj
and yj are the images’ content at the j-th local window [192].

It is worth mentioning that SSIM is less effective when
assessing blurred and noisy images [51]. To overcome this
limitation, SSIM variants such as three-component weighted
SSIM (3-SSIM) [193] and feature similarity index for image
quality assessment (FSIM) [194] are proposed.

We now continue with our discussion of another IQA
metric that is used for designing, analyzing, and optimizing
image SemCom systems – named MS-SSIM.
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FIGURE 5. Basic diagram of the MS-SSIM system – L: low-pass filtering; 2 ↓: downsampling by 2 [195, Fig. 1].

D. MULTI-SCALE STRUCTURAL SIMILARITY INDEX
MEASURE
Practically speaking, the subjective evaluation of an image
varies when the following factors change: the distance from
the image plane to the observer, the sampling density of the
image signal, and the perceptual capability of the observer’s
visual system [195]. Multi-scale method is therefore conve-
nient to incorporate the details of images captured at vari-
ous resolutions [195]. To this end, the authors of [195] put
forward the metric MS-SSIM for image quality assessment,
whose system diagram is schematized in Fig. 5. As is shown
in Fig. 5, the MS-SSIM system uses the reference and dis-
torted image signals as the input, which are fed into the
system that iteratively applies a low-pass filter and down-
samples the filtered image by a factor of 2 [195]. When the
original image is indexed as scale 1 and the highest scale
as scale M (obtained after M − 1 iterations), the MS-SSIM
metric between signals x and y can be defined by combin-
ing the measurements taken at different scales as follows
[195, eq. (7)]:

MS-SSIM(x, y) := [lM (x, y)]αM
M∏
j=1

[cj(x, y)]βj [sj(x, y)]γj ,

(28)

where cj(x, y) and sj(x, y) are the contrast comparison and the
structure comparison at the j-th scale, respectively; lM (x, y)
denotes the luminance comparison, which is computed only
at scaleM ; and the constants αM , βj, and γj are used to adjust
the relative importance of the components mentioned [195].
It is worth noting that theMS-SSIM definition in (28) encom-
passes SSIM as a special case.

In light of (MS-)SSIM, the LPIPS model [196], [197],
which we discuss below, is another crucial metric for image
SemCom.

E. LEARNED PERCEPTUAL IMAGE PATCH SIMILARITY
The authors of [198] introduce the metric LPIPS, whose key
idea is to use deep features to construct a loss function.

This approach comprises two steps: calculating the distance
from a given network – (pre-trained) network F – and then
predicting perceptual judgment, to wind up with a loss func-
tion [198, Figure 3]. The following are three possible LPIPS
configurations – namely lin, tune, and scratch [198], [199] –
depending on how the loss function was constructed:

• In the lin configuration, the pre-trained network weights
F are fixed, and the linear weights w are learned on
top.21

• In the tune configuration, a pre-trained classification
model is employed for initialization, and all the weights
for network F are tweaked/fine-tuned.

• In the scratch configuration, a network is initialized
from random normal weights and trained entirely using
judgment from related studies [198].

For the first step of LPIPS (i.e., distance calculation), the
distance between a reference patch x and a distorted patch
x0 is calculated using network F as follows [198, eq. (1)]:

d(x, x0) :=

∑
l

1
HlWl

∑
h,w

∥wl ⊙ [(Ŷ l)h,w − (Ŷ l,0)h,w]∥22,

(29)

where Hl,Wl ∈ N are the spatial components of the l-th
layer; (Ŷ l)h,w and (Ŷ l,0)h,w are the comprising vectors of ten-
sors Ŷ l ∈ RHl×Wl×Cl and Ŷ l,0 ∈ RHl×Wl×Cl , respectively,
the latter of which are extracted deep feature embeddings
from the l-th layer that have been unit-normalized in the
channel dimension; and wl is a scaling vector deployed for
channel-wise activation scaling [198]. Following the distance
calculation per (29), the second step of LPIPS is to predict
perceptual judgment through a small network G that has been
trained – using cross-entropy (CE) loss – to predict perceptual
judgment h from distance pair (d0, d1) [198]. Consequently,

21In an existing feature space, this comprises the perceptual calibration of
a few parameters [198].
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the loss function is ultimately expressed as [199, eq. (2.11)]

L(x, x0, x1, h) = −h logG
(
d(x, x0), d(x, x1)

)
− (1 − h)

× log
(
1 − G

(
d(x, x0), d(x, x1)

))
, (30)

where d0 and d1 denote the distance between patches {x, x0}
and {x, x1}, respectively; and h is the predicted perceptual
judgment [198]. Furthermore, to try and cover as many
properties as possible [199], the authors of [200] present
a weighted version of LPIPS with two other loss func-
tions (adversarial loss and optical flow loss for temporal
dynamics).

When a system designer requires accurate semantic-
level recovery, an image SemCom system can be designed/
analyzed using the metric mIoU [110], which we discuss
below.

F. MEAN INTERSECTION OVER UNION
The metric mIoU is defined as [110, eq. (4)]

mIoU :=
1
Ncls

Ncls∑
i=1

Pi
⋂
Gi

Pi
⋃
Gi
, (31)

where Pi represents the set of pixel regions predicted by the
decoder for the i-th object category, Gi stands for the actual
set of pixel regions pertaining to the i-th object category, and
Ncls denotes the number of object categories (e.g., pedestri-
ans, vehicles, and trucks) in the input image [110]. For the
definition in (31), the higher the mIoU value, the better the
image SemCom performance [110].

We now continue with our discussion of another IQA
metric that is used for designing, analyzing, and optimizing
image SemCom systems – called ISS.

G. IMAGE-TO-GRAPH SEMANTIC SIMILARITY
ISS [201] is an important image SemCom metric for assess-
ing the performance of cooperative image SemCom networks
in which a set of servers cooperatively transmit images to a
set of users using SemCom schemes (vis-Ã -vis the trans-
mission of semantic information that captures the meaning of
images). To formally define the metric ISS in the context of
cooperative semantic communication networks, let us define
the semantic information about an image Gk extracted by a
server v and transmitted to a user k as [201, eq. (1)]

Ψ vk :=
{
ψ1
vk ,ψ

2
vk , . . . ,ψ

n
vk , . . . ,ψ

Nvk
vk

}
, (32)

where Nvk is the number of semantic triples in image Gk ;
ψn
vk :=

(
envk,i, l

n
vk,ij, e

n
vk,j

)
is a semantic triple given that envk,i

is the category of object i in image Gk ; and lnvk,ij denotes the
relationship between objects envk,i and e

n
vk,j [201]. Note that

lnvk,ij ̸= lnvk,ji since l
n
vk,ij is directional [201].

Some semantic triplets inΨ vk may contain irrelevant infor-
mation. Thus, to enhance the efficiency of the SemCom
model considered by the authors of [201], each server v
transmits the semantic triples that incorporate a significant

image meaning [201]. Thus, the partial semantic informa-
tion that server v transmits to a user k can be equated
to [201, eq. (3)]

Ψ̂ vk :=
{
ψ̂

1
vk , ψ̂

2
vk , . . . , ψ̂

n
vk , . . . , ψ̂

N̂vk
vk

}
⊂ Ψ vk , (33)

where N̂vk denotes the number of selected semantic triples
in Ψ̂ vk .

The authors of [201] employ ISS to evaluate the per-
formance of cooperative image SemCom networks per the
aforementioned scenario. Furthermore, whereas SSIM mea-
sures the differences in a set of pixels, ISS captures the
correlation between the meaning of the image and that of its
corresponding semantic information [201]. Meanwhile, the
authors of [201] deploy aDNN-based encoder to vectorize the
original image Gk and the semantic information Ψ̂ vk which
are, respectively, defined as [201]

C
(
Gk

)
:=

{
C

(
ψ1
vk

)
, . . . ,C

(
ψn
vk

)
, . . . ,C

(
ψ
Nvk
vk

)}
(34a)

Ovk :=

{
C

(
ψ̂

1
vk

)
, . . . ,C

(
ψ̂
n
vk

)
, . . . ,C

(
ψ̂
N̂vk
vk

)}
, (34b)

where C
(

·
)
represents a vectorization function that forms

the relationship between the image and the input seman-
tic information by matching text-image pairs with similar
meanings [201].

ISS is defined as the cosine angle between an image vec-
tor and its corresponding normalized semantic triple vec-
tors [201]. Accordingly, for the formulations in (32)-(34b),
the ISS of Ψ̂ vk that is transmitted from server v to user k is
defined as [201, eq. (6)]

E
(
Ψ̂ vk , avk

)
:=

Q∑
q=1

aqvk

×

∥∥ ∑N̂vk
n=1

∣∣C(
ψ̂
n
vk

)
· C

(
Gk

)T ∣∣C(
ψ̂
n
vk

)∥∥
∥C

(
Gk

)
∥

,

(35)

where Q denotes the number of downlink orthogonal
resource blocks (RBs), avk :=

[
a1vk , . . . , a

Q
vk

]
represents

an RB allocation vector for user k of server v given that
aqvk ∈ {0, 1} is the user-server connection index, and Ovk :={
C

(
ψ̂

1
vk

)
, . . . ,C

(
ψ̂
n
vk

)
, . . . ,C

(
ψ̂
N̂vk
vk

)}
is the Gram-Schmidt

orthogonalized version of Ovk per (34b). It is evident from
(35) that the value of ISS increases with the number of
transmitted semantic triples, in line with the objectives of
human cognition [201].

We now proceed with a discussion on our last IQA metric
that is used for designing, analyzing, and optimizing image
SemCom systems – called recognition accuracy.

H. RECOGNITION ACCURACY
Recognition accuracy is a metric for assessing the quality of
reconstructed images that is proposed by the authors of [113]
for a joint transmission-recognition scheme for an image
SemCom system also proposed by them.
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Other major IQA metrics are complex-wavelet SSIM
(CW-SSIM) [202], fast SSIM and fast MS-SSIM [203], infor-
mation content weighted SSIM (IW-SSIM) [204], informa-
tion fidelity criterion (IFC) [205], visual information fidelity
(VIF) [206], multi-scale geometric analysis-based IQA
(MGA-based IQA) [207], the detail loss metric (DLM) [208],
multi-metric fusion (MMF) [209], most apparent distor-
tion (MAD) [210], peak signal-to-noise ratio-human vision
system modified (PSNR-HVS-M) [211], the noise qual-
ity measure (NQM) [212], and visual signal-to-noise ratio
(VSNR) [213]. These metrics are also crucial for the design,
analysis, and optimization of image SemCom systems. The
image SemCom metrics defined in Sections V-A through
V-H are often employed to evaluate the semantic simi-
larity between the natural images transmitted and those
received. Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [214],
[215], [216], on the other hand, are being exploited to pro-
duce natural-looking synthetic images whose similarity is
also assessed in comparison with natural images. To this
end, metrics such as adversarial loss [214], inception score
(IS) [217], Fréchet inception distance (FID) [218], and ker-
nel inception distance (KID) [219]22 have been proposed to
measure the similarity between natural and GAN-generated
images. At last, the existing semantic metrics that are used
for image quality assessment and applicable to both wireless
image SemCom and optical image SemCom are summarized
along with their pros and cons in Table 6.
We now proceed with our discussion on the state-of-the-

art semantic metrics for video quality and 3D human sensing
assessment.

VI. SEMANTIC METRICS FOR VIDEO QUALITY AND 3D
HUMAN SENSING ASSESSMENT
Video quality assessment (VQA) metrics can be classified
based on the availability of reference [191]. When no ref-
erence signal is available to compare the distorted/test sig-
nal with, the VQA metric is termed a no-reference (NR)
metric [191]. On the other hand, if information is available
for part of the reference medium (for instance, a group of
extracted features), the VQA metric is called a reduced-
reference (RR) metric [191]. Contrary to RR metric, the
full-reference (FR) VQA metric requires the entire reference
medium to assess the distorted/test medium [191]. The FR
VQA metric is expected to have the best video quality pre-
diction performance since it has complete information about
the original medium [191].

VQA metrics can also be categorized into five types based
on their assessment methodology [191]:

1) Image/video fidelity metrics: these metrics operate
based only on the direct accumulation of errors and thus

22Because FID and KID aim to compare the distribution of generated
images with the distribution of real images, they cannot fully utilize the
spatial relationship between features [51]. On the other hand, it is worth
underscoring the following assessment-related concepts: 1) a lower FID
value is demonstrated to correlate well with higher-quality images; 2) a lower
KID score indicates better sampling quality, as KID quantifies the maximum
mean discrepancy in a classifier’s feature space [51].

are often FR [191]. Even though these VQA metrics
are the simplest ones that are still widely used, they are
usually not a good reflection of perceived visual quality
when the distortion is not additive [191].

2) Human visual system (HVS) model-based metrics:
these VQA metrics typically deploy frequency-based
decomposition and take into consideration various
aspects of the HVS, such as contrast and orientation
sensitivity, spatial and temporal masking effects, fre-
quency selectivity, and color perception [191]. They
can therefore can become very complex and compu-
tationally expensive [191].

3) Signal structure (information or other feature)-based
metrics: some of these metrics quantify visual fidelity
on the basis of the assumption that a high-quality
image/video is one whose structural content – such as
object boundaries or regions of high entropy – paral-
lels that of the original image/video [191]. The other
metrics of this type are contingent on the assumption
that the HVS understands an image mainly through its
low-level features [191]. Consequently, image deteri-
oration can be perceived by comparing the low-level
features of the reference and distorted images [191].

4) Packet analysis-based metrics: these metrics center
upon evaluating the impact of network impairments on
visual quality [191]. To do so and measure quality loss,
they often exploit the parameters extracted from the
transport stream [191]. Meanwhile, these metrics have
the advantage of being able to measure the quality of
several image/video streams in parallel and are becom-
ing more prevalent because of the increasing popularity
of network-based video delivery service, such as Inter-
net streaming [191].

5) Learning-oriented metrics: these metrics extract partic-
ular features from the image/video and then employ
ML techniques to obtain a trained model [191]. The
perceived quality of images/videos is then predicted
using the trained model [191].

In light of the aforementioned classifications of VQAmet-
rics, we discuss below traditional VQA metrics, the motion-
based video integrity evaluation (MOVIE) index [221],
fusion-based video quality assessment (FVQA) [222], the
video quality metric (VQM) [223], the video quality model
for variable frame delay (VQM_VFD) [224], and video
multi-method assessment fusion (VMAF) [225], [226], which
are applicable for designing wireless video SemCom sys-
tems [116], [117], [118], [119]. We begin with traditional
VQA metrics.

A. TRADITIONAL VQA METRICS
Two techniques have traditionally been employed in video
codec research and development to assess video quality: 1)
subjective visual testing, and 2) calculating simple (and com-
putationally inexpensive) objective metrics such as PSNR,
or more recently, SSIM [226]. Subjective VQA metrics
such as the mean opinion score (MOS) can be useful for
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TABLE 6. Main semantic metrics for IQA along with their pros and cons – PSNR: peak signal-to-noise ratio; SSIM: structural similarity index measure;
MS-SSIM: multi-scale structural similarity index measure; LPIPS: learned perceptual image patch similarity; ISS: image-to-graph semantic similarity; FID:
Fréchet inception distance; KID: kernel inception distance.

obtaining human judgment on video quality [225]. How-
ever, many researchers’ findings echo the fact that MOS
is a time-consuming and (financially) expensive metric that
requires specialized expertise [225]. Besides, MOS cannot
produce real-time quality ratings across a distribution net-
work [225]. Objective IQA metrics such as MSE, PSNR,
and SSIM are usually utilized within codecs to optimize
coding decisions and report the final quality of an encoded
video [226]. In this respect, PSNR remains the de facto
standard for codec comparison and standardization, though
researchers and practitioners are cognizant that it does not
consistently reflect human perception [226].

IQA metrics such as fast MS-SSIM [203] have been
adapted for streamed video and commercialized as
SSIMWAVE [225]. Video Quality Monitor, on the other hand,
is a commercial tool that measures video quality in relation
to format and protocol specifications while requiring no ref-
erence [225]. This NR VQA metric can objectively evaluate
blockiness, blurriness, and frame rate [225].

We now proceed with our brief discussion of the VQA
metric dubbed the MOVIE index [223].

B. THE MOTION-BASED VIDEO INTEGRITY EVALUATION
INDEX
The MOVIE index is an FR, HVS model-based VQA metric
that is proposed by the authors of [221] and uses optical flow
estimation to adaptively guide spatial-temporal filtering by

exploiting three-dimensional Gabor filter banks [191], [221].
A subset of Gabor filters is selected adaptively at each loca-
tion based on the direction and speed of motion [191], [221].
To this end, the principal axis of the filter set is oriented in the
frequency domain along the direction of motion [191], [221].

As can be seen in Fig. 6, the MOVIE index computation
begins with the Gabor decomposition of the reference and
test videos. These videos undergo linear decomposition using
a Gabor filter family [221]. Following decomposition, three
major computations are carried out – as schematized in Fig. 6
– to compute the MOVIE index:

1) Motion estimation uses the output of the 3D Gabor
decomposition of the reference video to determine its
optical flow field; see Fig. 6.

2) Temporal MOVIE computation captures temporal
degradation in the video following 3DGabor decompo-
sition by using motion information from the reference
video and assesses the quality of the test video along
the reference video’s motion trajectories [191], [221].
This produces the temporal MOVIE map; see Fig. 6.

3) Spatial MOVIE computation employs the output of the
multi-scale Gabor decomposition of the reference and
test videos to gauge spatial distortions in the video and
produce the spatial MOVIE map [191], [221].

The above-computed spatial MOVIE map, temporal MOVIE
map, and optical flow field must be combined per Fig. 6 to
obtain the VQA metric MOVIE index [191], [221].

We now detail another crucial VQAmetric – FVQA [222].
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FIGURE 6. Block diagram of the MOVIE index [221, Fig. 1].

C. FUSION-BASED VIDEO QUALITY ASSESSMENT
FVQA is an FR, fusion-based, and learning-oriented VQA
metric that is used to predict the visual quality of a streaming
video [222]. To this end, FVQA is composed of two main
steps [222] as depicted in Fig. 7:

• First, video sequences are grouped based on their con-
tent complexity while minimizing content diversity
within each group according to their content complex-
ity [222].

• Second, various existing VQA techniques – particularly,
FR VQA methods – are applied to the reference and
distorted videos, and their scores are fused to produce
the final video quality score [222]. The correspond-
ing fusion coefficients are learned from training video
samples that belong to the same group as the videos
assessed [222].

Once the two steps have been completed, the FVQA index’s
performance is assessed by cross validation [222].

Video grouping – by classifying videos of similar content
into a group – makes it possible to build a more accurate
quality prediction model within each group [222]. To this
end and for the purpose of VQA, the authors of [222] opt for
considering the spatial and the temporal information defined
in the ITU-T Recommendation P.910 [227] to portray the
spatio-temporal characteristics of source videos and apply
them to grouped video content. This leads to there being
two groups, named Group I and Group II [222, Fig. 3].
In addition to this grouping, compression and resizing are two
types of distortion that exist in the MCL-V [228] video qual-
ity database [222]. Consequently, there ends up being four
groups, as shown in Fig. 7 below. For each group, the authors

of [222] consider the FVQA technique that fuses the scores
of five VQA indices by employing a support vector machine
(SVM) as a supervised learning algorithm to determine their
weight coefficients. After that, a fused decision is obtained
for each video group – as can be seen in Fig. 7.

Finally, the authors of [222] corroborate FVQA’s superior
performance compared to other VQA methods using the
MCL-V [228] (video) database.

We now move on to our discussion of the nationally and
internationally standardized VQA metric known as VQM.

D. VIDEO QUALITY METRIC
VQM is an RR, HVS model-based VQA metric that
was developed by the National Telecommunications and
Information Administration (NTIA) to deliver an objective
measurement of perceived video quality [191], [223]. VQM
supports the following quality models depending on the video
sequence considered, with various calibration options avail-
able prior to feature extraction: 1) the television model, 2) the
video conferencing model [191], and 3) the general model.
As for the general model, it comprises seven independent
parameters [191], [223]:

• four of which (si_loss, hv_loss, hv_gain, and
si_gain) reflect the features extracted from the spatial
gradients of the Y luminance component [191], [223];

• two of which (chroma_spread, chroma_
extreme) are based on the features extracted from
the vector formed by the two chrominance components
(Cb, Cr) [191], [223]; and

• the last of which (ct_ati_gain) is contingent on the
product of the features that evaluate contrast andmotion,
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FIGURE 7. Block diagram of the FVQA metric – FR: full-reference; SVM: support vector machine [222, Fig. 2].

both of which are extracted from the Y luminance com-
ponent [191], [223].

VQM exploits the linear combination of the seven param-
eters and uses the original video and the processed video as
inputs for computation [191], [223]. VQM and its associ-
ated calibration techniques were adopted by the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) as a North American
Standard in 2003 because it produced the best results for the
Video Quality Experts Group (VQEG) Phase II full reference
television (FR-TV) test [223]. VQMhas also been considered
a normative method in two draft recommendations made by
the ITU [223].

We now move on to discuss a VQA metric – called
VQM_VFD – that was developed by NTIA, inspired by
VQM, and appropriately accounts for the perceptual impact
of variable frame delay (VFD) [224].

E. VIDEO QUALITY MODEL FOR VARIABLE FRAME DELAY
VQM_VFD is an RR, HVS model-based, and learning-
oriented VQA metric [224]. It also employs perceptual fea-
tures distilled from the spatio-temporal (ST) blocks of a
fixed angular extent [224]. These features enable it to track
subjective quality over a wide range of image sizes and
viewing distances [224]. To this end, VQM_VFD relies on
eight objective video quality parameters [224]:

• The HV_Loss parameter, which is derived from the one
used in VQM, but incorporates four differences [224].

• The HV_Gain, SI_Loss, and SI_Gain parameters,
which are similar to the ones used in VQM [224].

• The TI_Gain parameter, which is used to compute an
ST block’s root mean square (rms) motion energy or
temporal information [224].

• The RMSE_Gain parameter, which is calculated as the
rms error between the VFD-matched original clip and
the ST blocks in the processed clip [224].

• The VFD_ParI parameter, which captures the percep-
tual impact of repeated or dropped frames and variable
video delays [224].

• The VFD_ParI·PSNR_VFD parameter captures the
perceptual attributes of both PSNR and VFD (computed
as the product of VFD_ParI and PSNR_VFD23) [224].

The eight parameters are mapped to subjective quality
estimates by training a two-layer neural network [224]. The
authors of [224] corroborated that VQM_VFD can attain
0.9 correlation to subjective quality using subjective datasets
at image sizes ranging from Quarter Common Intermediate
Format (QCIF) to High Definition TV (HDTV) by testing
it on a trained two-layer neural network [224]. VQM_VFD
is therefore recognized by many as the state-of-the-art in the
field of VQA.

We note that the traditional as well as one or more
other VQA metrics discussed above do not work well with
Netflix content [226]. To address this limitation, Netflix
researchers adopted an ML-based model to design the metric
VMAF [225], [226], which seeks to reflect the HVS in terms
of video quality [226]. VMAF is similar24 to VQM_VFD in
spirit [226] and therefore discussed next.

F. VIDEO MULTI-METHOD ASSESSMENT FUSION
VMAF is an FR, HVS model-based, and learning-oriented
VQA metric that predicts subjective quality by merging mul-
tiple elementary quality metrics [225], [226]. This metrics
merging is inspired by the basic rationale that each constituent
elementary metric can have its own strengths and weaknesses
w.r.t. the source content’s characteristics, type of artifacts,

23PSNR_VFD is the PSNR calculated after the original clip has been
VFD-matched to the processed clip [224].

24The main difference between VQM_VFD and VMAF is that the former
extracts features at lower levels than the latter does, such as spatial and
temporal gradients [226].
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and degree of distortion [226]. VMAF can preserve all the
strengths of the individual metrics and produce a more accu-
rate final score by combining the elementary metrics using an
ML algorithm [226].

A huge sample of MOS scores are used as the ground truth
to train a quality estimation model using an ML algorithm
known as an SVM regressor in view of the fact that VMAF
was formulated by Netflix to correlate strongly with subjec-
tive MOS scores [225]. To this end, the current version of
VMAF employs three image fidelity metrics – DLM [208],
VIF [206], and anti-noise SNR (AN-SNR) – and one tem-
poral signal – mean co-located pixel difference (MCPD) –
as elementary metrics that have been fused together by an
SVM regression [225], [226]. As for MCPD, the MCPD (the
temporal component) of a frame w.r.t. the previous frame is a
crucial parameter that is usually lacking metrics that compare
only the reference image and the decoded image [225].

The authors of [226] thoroughly assess VMAF’s perfor-
mance and demonstrate – using a Netflix dataset and three
popular public datasets – that VMAF outperforms a number
of VQAmetrics, includingVQM_VFD [224]. In addition, the
authors of [225] corroborate the following results:

• There exists a strong correlation (0.948) between sub-
jective MOS and the VMAF score computed [225].

• While VMAF is a robust predictor of a collective subjec-
tive opinion of video quality, the results reported in [225]
confirm that the value computed often (85% of the time)
overestimates the subjective quality.

• If a video service provider were to encode a video to
attain a VMAF score of approximately 93, the service
provider could then be confident that it is optimally
serving the vast majority of its subscribers [225].25

Apart from the afore-discussed VQA metrics, there exist a
number of other VQA metrics: Speed-SSIM (an FR, signal
structure-based metric) [229], digital video quality (DVQ)
(an FR, HVS model-based metric) [230], continuous video
quality (CVQ) (an NR, learning-oriented metric) [231],
TetraVQM (an FR, HVS model-based metric) [232],
V-Factor (an NR, packet-analysis-based metric) [233],
spatial-temporal assessment of quality (STAQ) (an RR,
HVS model-based metric) [234], and spatiotemporal MAD
(ST-MAD) (an FR, HVS model-based metric) [235]. These
VQA metrics are also useful for the design, analysis, and
optimization of 6G systems based on video SemCom.

We now move on to our brief discussion of a 3D human
sensingmetric dubbedmean per joint position error (MPJPE).

G. MEAN PER JOINT POSITION ERROR
Since MPJPE is a semantic metric that is applicable to 3D
human pose estimation, it is defined for a frame f and a

25Content is indistinguishable from the original or includes noticeable (but
not annoying) distortion [225].

skeleton S as [236, eq. (8)]

EMPJPE (f ,S) :=
1
NS

NS∑
i=1

∥m(f )
f,S (i) − m(f )

gt,S (i)∥2, (36)

where NS denotes the number of joints in skeleton S; f is the
pose estimator; gt denotes the ground truth; m(f )

f,S (i) is a func-
tion that returns the coordinates of the i-th joint of skeleton S
at frame f from f; and m(f )

gt,S (i) is the i-th joint of the ground
truth frame f . MPJPE is employed as an evaluation metric
in goal-oriented SemCom and a sensing technique proposed
by the authors of [237] for a 3D human mesh construction
task. The authors of [236] also propose the metrics mean
per joint angle error (MPJAE) [236, eq. (9)] and mean per
joint localization error (MPJLE) [236, eq. (10)] to assess the
quality of 3D human sensing.

The design, analysis, and optimization of video SemCom
systems can be guided by not only the video SemCom
metrics that are presented and discussed in Sections VI-A
throughVI-G above, but also age of information- and value of
information-based semantic metrics, which we discuss next.

VII. AGE OF INFORMATION- AND VALUE OF
INFORMATION-BASED SEMANTIC METRICS
Semantic metrics that are based on the age of information
(AoI) and the value of information (VoI) – also known as
effectiveness-level metrics [51] – can be used in the design,
analysis, and optimization of many classical SemCom sys-
tems (in both the wireless and optical domains) [58]. Clas-
sical SemCom systems can involve text SemCom [46], [48],
[56], [91], [92], [93], [94], [95], [96], [97], [98], [99]; audio
SemCom [45], [100], [101], [102], [103], [104]; image Sem-
Com [105], [106], [107], [108], [109], [110], [111], [112],
[113], [114], [115]; video SemCom [116], [117], [118],
[119]; multimodal SemCom [120]; or cross-modal Sem-
Com [121]. AoI- and VoI-based semantic metrics also have
several applications in goal-oriented SemCom [51]. Con-
sequently, we discuss below AoI-based semantic metrics,
VoI-based semantic metrics, and combined semantic metrics.
We begin with AoI-based semantic metrics.

A. AoI-BASED SEMANTIC METRICS
Let us start by formally defining AoI26 [238], [239], [240],
[241], [242], [243], [244], [245], [246], [247].
Definition 1 (AoI [238, Definition 2.1.1]): Consider a

system involving a communication duo of a source and a
destination. Regarding this duo of source and destination,
suppose t ′k be the times at which the status updates are
received at the destination. The index of the most recently
received update at time ξ is given by [238, eq. (2.1)]

N (ξ ) := max
{
k|t ′k ≤ ξ

}
. (37)

26In the literature, the phrases age of information (AoI), status age,
or plain age are used interchangeably [238].
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Using (37), the timestamp of the most recently received
update is defined as [238, eq. (2.2)]

u(ξ ) := tN (ξ ). (38)

Employing (38) and (37), the AoI of the source s at the
destination d is a random process defined as [238, eq. (2.3)]

1(t) := t − u(t). (39)

In light of (39), the age of the most recently received packet
is defined as the difference between the current time and the
timestamp of the packet [244]. Using (39), meanwhile, the
time average AoI (time average age of a status update) [238],
[244] is defined below.
Definition 2 (Time Average AoI [238, Definition 2.1.2]):

For an interval of observation (0,T ) and 1(t) being the AoI
per Definition 1, the time average age of a status update
system is expressed as [238, eq. (2.7)], [244, eq. (1)]

1T :=
1
T

∫ T

0
1(t)dt. (40)

Note that the integral in (40) amounts to the area under1(t).
Inspired by AoI and time average AoI, the authors of [248]
and [249] propose the metric peak age of information (PAoI),
which is defined below.
Definition 3 (PAoI [249, Definition 3]): Let the RVs Tk−1

and Yk be the time in the system for the previously transmit-
ted packet and the interdeparture time (or the time elapsed
between service completion of the (k − 1)-th packet and
service completion of the k-th packet), respectively. The value
of age attained immediately before receiving the k-th update
is termed peak AoI (peak age) and defined as [249, eq. (10)]

Ak := Tk−1 + Yk . (41)

Regarding its advantage of a simpler formulation, PAoI can
be used instead of AoI [238]. To this end, PAoI can be
employed in applications in which there is interest in know-
ing/inferring the worst-case age or a need to apply a threshold
restriction on age [238].

AoI and the aforementioned AoI-related27 metrics have
numerous applications in monitoring systems – where only
the most recent state generated by the source is of interest to
the destination – such as vehicularmonitoring systems, indus-
trial sensor networks, unmanned aerial vehicle path planning,
and surveillance videos [58], [239]. AoI also has applications
in caching and data analytics [238], remote estimation, multi-
server scenarios, and multi-hop networks [242]. Despite
such broad applicability, AoI has inherent limitations due
to the fact that its definition does not consider the current
VoI process and its estimate at the monitor [241], [242],
[251]. Consequently, age-optimal sampling policies have

27Another AoI-related metric that also has many applications in status
update systems is the metric relative age of information (rAoI) [250]. The
rAoI metric is defined as the AoI observed at the receiver relative to the AoI
at the transmitter [250]. Thus, rAoI is also an important semantic metric.

been found to be sub-optimal28 in several remote estimation
applications [241], [252]. Meanwhile, AoI and AoI-related
metrics ignore the validity of the recovered data, and in
some cases the monitor is concerned with only abnormal and
abrupt states at a source [58], [252]. Furthermore, because
AoI does not consider the value of current states, some
pointless updates are transmitted to themonitor, which results
in resources being wasted [58]. This justifies the need for
VoI-based semantic metrics.

B. VoI-BASED SEMANTIC METRICS
Before VoI was introduced to communication systems –
especially networked control systems [49], [253] – as a new
metric [49], the concept of VoI was well-known in the infor-
mation analysis community, which defined it as the price a
decision maker is willing to pay to take the information into
account [58], [254]. In the context of conventional commu-
nications, on the other hand, VoI can be viewed as a measure
of uncertainty reduction from the source’s information set
with successful transmission [58], [255]. However, when it
comes to communications with specific tasks, VoI needs to
be redefined yet again and is employed to assess the rele-
vance of a piece of information to a given communication
task – whereas AoI and AoI-related metrics focus on fresh-
ness and ignore content [58]. To underscore this VoI-guided
design strategy, in the context of a remote temperature control
system as discussed in [241], the overarching design goal
is to guarantee that the controller reacts promptly to any
abnormal increase in temperature compared to the real-time
temperature variation of the sources [58]. Accordingly, the
data concerning any abnormal temperature increase should
be assigned high VoI [58]. In this respect, the image classi-
fication task studied in [161] is assessed by the (metric) VoI
pertaining to the importance of the extracted features for the
accurate classification of the images. Furthermore, VoI can
be employed as part of a prioritizing scheduler [51], [256].

Despite being a crucial semantic metric for both SemCom
and goal-oriented SemCom, the definition of VoI is largely
task-dependent, which makes the derivation of an explicit
function for VoI challenging [58]. In this vein, deriving a
definite function of VoI is a cumbersome task for complex
systems and the research that has been diving into VoI-based
metrics is relatively insufficient, to date [58]. Moreover, even
though the value of data is usually decided by not only the
content but also the communication context, the state-of-the-
art VoI calculations do not take into consideration the factors
mentioned [58]. On the other hand, factors such as context
and content have inspired the following combined semantic
metrics.

C. COMBINED SEMANTIC METRICS
The discussed error-based, AoI-based, and VoI-based seman-
tics metrics focus merely on one attribute of the information

28Should the service times follow a heavy-tail distribution, age-optimal
sampling, periodic sampling, and zero-wait sampling policies are hardly
optimal [252].
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conveyed by the recovered data [58]. To address this limita-
tion, combined metrics – applicable as combined SemCom
metrics – have been proposed. The authors of [243] integrate
VoI into AoI-based metrics and propose the age of informa-
tion at query (QAoI); and the authors of [241] and [251]
integrate AoI into error-based metrics and put forward age
of incorrect information (AoII).
The definition of AoI and the afore-discussed AoI-related

metrics implicitly assume that new information is used at
any time [243]. Nonetheless, the instants – at which infor-
mation is collected and used – are not always contingent on
a certain query process [243]. To address this issue w.r.t. the
fact that discrete-time systems involve queries wherein the
monitoring process samples available information [243],
the authors of [243] put forward a model that accounts for
the discrete-time nature of many monitoring processes and
formally define QAoI as follows.
Definition 4 (QAoI [243]): Consider a time-slotted sys-

tem indexed by t = 1, 2, . . . , and let tq,1, tq,2, . . . , be the
query arrival times at the edge node. For this setting, the
long-term expected QAoI is defined as [243, eq. (3)]

τ∞ := lim
t→∞

E
{ ∑
i:tq,i≤t

1(tq,i)
}
, (42)

where 1(t) is the AoI per Definition 1.
QAoI generalizes AoI by sampling 1(t) per an arbitrary
querying process while considering only the instants at which
a query arrives [243]. Accordingly, the QAoI-based scheme is
likely to produce fresh updates when a query arrives, though
its average AoI can be worse than that of an AoI-based
scheme [243]. On the other hand, age-optimal sampling poli-
cies have been found to be sub-optimal – as noted above –
in various remote estimation applications [241], [252]. For
remote estimation applications in the context of SemCom and
goal-oriented SemCom, the authors of [241] and [251] put
forward the AoII metric, which is defined below.
Definition 5 (AoII [241], [251]): Consider a basic

transmitter-receiver system subjected to a process that can
possibly change at any time instant t . Let a process Xt be
observed by the transmitter at time t and X̂t be the estimate
created by the monitor (receiver). For this setup, the AoII
metric is defined as [241]

1AoII(Xt , X̂t , t) := f (t) × g(Xt , X̂t ), (43)

where f : [0,∞) 7→ [0,∞) is a non-decreasing function
whose role is penalizing the system increasingly the more
prolonged the mismatch between Xt and X̂t is and g : D ×

D 7→ [0,∞) – forD being the state space ofXt – is a function
that mirrors the gap between Xt and X̂t .
As for the function g on the right-hand side (RHS) of (43),
one can adopt the standard error-based metrics such as the
indicator error (ind) function, the squared error (sq) func-
tion, and the threshold error (threshold) function, which are
defined in (44a), (44b), and (44c), respectively, as follows

[241, eqs. (5)-(7)]:

gind(Xt , X̂t ) := I{Xt ̸= X̂t } (44a)

gsq(Xt , X̂t ) := (Xt − X̂t )2, and (44b)

gthreshold(Xt , X̂t ) := I{|Xt − X̂t | ≥ c}, (44c)

where c ∈ R+ stands for a predefined threshold.
Per (44a)-(44c), the functions gind, gsq, and gthreshold are
chosen when any mismatch between Xt and X̂t (regardless of
its value) harms the system’s performance, when the system’s
performance is impacted more significantly the larger the gap
between Xt and X̂t is, and when the system’s performance
is unsusceptible to small mismatches between Xt and X̂t ,
respectively [241]. Meanwhile, the function f on the RHS
of (43) can take the form of the linear time-dissatisfaction
(linear) function, the degree m monomial (monomial) func-
tion, and the time-threshold dissatisfaction (threshold) func-
tion. These functions are defined in (45a), (45b), and (45c),
respectively, w.r.t. Vt – the last time instant whereupon
g(Xt , X̂t ) was equal to 0 (or the last time instant wherein
the monitor had sufficiently accurate information regarding
Xt ) [241] – as follows [241, eqs. (8)-(10)]:

flinear(t) := t − Vt (45a)

fmonomial(t) := (t − Vt )m, and (45b)

fthreshold(t) := I{t − Vt ≥ c}, (45c)

where m > 1 is a positive integer and c ∈ R+ is a fixed
threshold. According to (45a)-(45c), the functions flinear,
fmonomial, and fthreshold are chosen when the system’s impact
due to the mismatch between Xt and X̂t grows steadily with
time, when the system’s performance deteriorates quickly as
a result of the mismatch between Xt and X̂t , and when the
system’s performance is resistant to the mismatch between
Xt and X̂t for a certain time duration c, respectively [241].

At last, the existing AoI- and VoI-based metrics that are
applicable to both SemCom and goal-oriented SemCom are
summarized along with their pros and cons in Table 7.
Combined semantic metrics such as QAoI and AoII are

useful in the design, analysis, and optimization of commu-
nications systems based on (goal-oriented) SemCom. Apart
from inspiring the design, analysis, and optimization of
several systems based on (goal-oriented) SemCom, AoI-
and VoI-based semantic metrics have also inspired resource
allocation-oriented optimization across multiple classical
SemCom networks and semantic-aware networks. To opti-
mize SemCom for semantic-aware networking, a system
designer needs resource allocation semantic metrics, which
are discussed below.

VIII. RESOURCE ALLOCATION SEMANTIC METRICS
The optimization of usually scarce resources – for optimality
and efficiency across one or more networks – across wireless
or optical SemCom networks is one of the key problems fac-
ing classical SemCom systems. Resource allocation semantic
metrics are therefore crucial to optimize several types of
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TABLE 7. AoI- and VoI-Based semantic metrics for image quality assessment along with their pros and cons – AoI: age of information; QAoI: the age of
information at query; PAoI: peak age of information; AoII: age of incorrect information; VoI: value of information.

classical SemCom systems – in either the wireless or optical
domain – such as text SemCom [46], [48], [56], [91], [92],
[93], [94], [95], [96], [97], [98], [99]; audio SemCom [45],
[100], [101], [102], [103], [104]; image SemCom [105],
[106], [107], [108], [109], [110], [111], [112], [113], [114],
[115]; video SemCom [116], [117], [118], [119]; multimodal
SemCom [120]; and cross-modal SemCom [121]. The fol-
lowing resource allocation semantic metrics are largely rele-
vant to optimize the mentioned SemCom systems in either a
wireless or an optical network setting: the metric of semantic
similarity (MSS), semantic transmission rate (S-R), seman-
tic spectral efficiency (S-SE), quality-of-experience (QoE),
and system throughput in message (STM). We present these
semantic metrics below, beginning with MSS.

A. METRIC OF SEMANTIC SIMILARITY
The authors of [257] and [258] define MSS for a
semantic-driven network transmitting semantic information
on its downlink using orthogonal frequency division multiple
access (OFDMA) technology over Q downlink orthogonal
RBs. W.r.t. the Q RBs, let αi := [αi,1, . . . , αi,q, . . . , αi,Q]
be the resource allocation vector of user i, G′

i be the partial
semantic information (modeled by a KG) that the base station
(BS) transmits to user i, and L ′

i (αi,G
′
i ) be the recovered text.

For this setting, the MSS of L ′
i (αi,G

′
i ) is defined as follows

[258, eq. (11)]:

Ei(αi,G′
i ) := ξi

Ai(αi,G′
i )Ri(αi,G

′
i )

ϕAi(αi,G′
i ) + (1 − ϕ)Ri(αi,G′

i )
, (46)

where ξi is a penalty (regarding a short text) that is defined in
[258, eq. (12)], ϕ ∈ (0, 1) is the weight parameter employed

to adjust the semantic accuracy Ai(αi,G′
i ) and the semantic

completeness Ri(αi,G′
i ) of L

′
i (αi,G

′
i ), which are defined in

[258, eq. (9)] and [258, eq. (10)], respectively.
We now proceed to discuss another resource allocation

semantic metric – named S-R.

B. SEMANTIC TRANSMISSION RATE
S-R is defined as the amount of semantic information effec-
tively transmitted per second and measured in suts/s [169].
For a text SemCom system, the S-R 0n,m of the n-th user over
the m-th channel is defined as [169, eq. (4)]

0n,m :=
WI
knL

ξn,m, (47)

where W , I , and knL are the channel bandwidth, the amount
of semantic information, and the average number of semantic
symbols at the n-th user, respectively, and ξn,m is the semantic
similarity – per [46, eq. (13)] – of the n-th user over the m-th
channel [169].

We now continue with our discussion of another resource
allocation semantic metric – termed S-SE.

C. SEMANTIC SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY
S-SE is defined as the rate at which semantic information can
be successfully transmitted over a unit of bandwidth and is
measured in suts/s/Hz [169]. For a text SemCom system, the
S-SE of the n-th user over them-th channel is defined via (47)
as [169, eq. (5)]

8 :=
0n,m

W
=

I
knL

ξn,m. (48)
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We now move on to discuss another resource allocation
semantic metric – dubbed QoE.

D. QUALITY-OF-EXPERIENCE
In the context of semantic-aware resource allocation in a
multi-cell multi-task network, the QoE of the q-th user group
in the b-th cell – which is denoted by QoEbq – is defined as
[259, eq. (8)]

QoEbq :=

∑
u∈Gbq

wuGRu + (1 − wu)GAu (49a)

=

∑
u∈Gbq

wu
1 + eβu(ϕ

req
u −ϕu)

+
(1 − wu)

1 + eλu(ξ
req
u −ξbq )

, (49b)

where u denotes the user index, Gbq is the user group of the
q-th user in the b-th cell, wu and 1 − wu are the weights of
the semantic rate and the semantic accuracy of the u-th user,
respectively, GRu and GAu are the scores of the semantic rate
and the semantic accuracy of the u-th user, respectively, βu
and λu denote the growth rates of GRu and GAu , respectively,
and ϕrequ and ξ requ symbolize the minimum semantic rate
and semantic accuracy required to attain 50% of the scores,
respectively [259].

We now continue to our discussion of another resource
allocation semantic metric – termed STM.

E. SYSTEM THROUGHPUT IN MESSAGE
STM represents network performance from a semantic
perspective and is proposed by the authors of [260]
in the broader context of intelligent SemCom (iSem-
Com) and an iSemCom-enabled heterogeneous network
(iSemCom-HetNet). For an iSemCom-HetNet, let B :=

{BS1,BS2, ...,BSL} be a set of BSs for BSj – the j-th BS in
a network served by L BSs, U := {MU1,MU2, ...,MUM } be
the set of all mobile users (MUs) forMUi – the i-th MU, and
xij ∈ {0, 1} be an association indicator, where xij = 1 if MUi
is associated with BSj, and xij = 0 otherwise. For this setting,
the STM – denoted by TM – is defined as [260, eq. (7)]

TM :=

∑
i∈U

∑
j∈B

xijSi(bij), (50)

where Si(·) represents a universal bit-to-message transfor-
mation function pertaining to MUi under a given channel
condition [260], and bij stands for the downlink bit rate of
MUi (served by BSj with nij bandwidth) defined as follows
[260, eq. (3)]:

bij := nij log2(1 + γij), (51)

where γij is the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)
experienced byMUi from BSj [260].
While the semantic metrics discussed above in

Sections VIII-A through VIII-E are chiefly applicable for
resource allocation optimization in many types of SemCom
systems, the design, analysis, and optimization of several
types of SemCom systems have been inspired by the generic
semantic metrics of SemCom, which we discuss below.

IX. GENERIC SEMANTIC METRICS OF SEMCOM
The generic semantic metrics of SemCom that we discuss
in this section are metrics that are applicable to the design,
analysis, and optimization of a wide variety of classical Sem-
Com systems – in either the wireless or optical domain –
including text SemCom [46], [48], [56], [91], [92], [93],
[94], [95], [96], [97], [98], [99]; audio SemCom [45], [100],
[101], [102], [103], [104]; image SemCom [105], [106],
[107], [108], [109], [110], [111], [112], [113], [114], [115];
video SemCom [116], [117], [118], [119]; multimodal Sem-
Com [120]; and cross-modal SemCom [121]. We present
below the following generic semantic metrics of SemCom
that have inspired the materialization of the mentioned Sem-
Com systems: the general quality index of semantic service,
triplet drop probability (TDP), semantic mutual information
(SMI), the semantic impact, the communication symmetry
index, and reasoning capacity. We start with the general
quality index of semantic service.

A. GENERAL QUALITY INDEX OF SEMANTIC SERVICE
The authors of [261] propose the general quality index of
semantic service which is defined as [261, eq. (1)]

SS :=
ST (Ŝ)
ST (S)

, (52)

where the function ST (·) captures how well the source per-
forms a given task, and S and Ŝ denote the unprocessed
information at the transmitter and the information recovered
through semantics at the receiver, respectively. For the defini-
tion in (52), the authors of [261] suggest to convert the output
of ST (·) to a range [0, 1] using sigmoid and other similar
functions.

We now move on to our discussion of another generic
semantic metric of SemCom – dubbed TDP.

B. TRIPLET DROP PROBABILITY
The TDP Pk is an important semantic metric for both
SemCom and goal-oriented SemCom [262] and is defined
as [262, eq. (17)]

Pk :=

DT∑
j=DE+1

E jk (1 − Ek )DT−j, (53)

whereDT denotes the bit length,DE represents the maximum
number of bits in error, and Ek is the k-th user’s average bit
error rate (BER) and defined as [262, eq. (15)], [263, eq. (13)]

Ek :=

∫
∞

0

0(λ2, λ1γ )
20(λ2)

fγk (γ )dγ, (54)

where (54) is valid under a variety of modulation formats,
0(λ2,λ1γ )
20(λ2)

equates to the conditional bit error probability,
λ1 and λ2 are modulation-specific parameters that take dif-
ferent values under different modulation schemes, γk is the
SINR of the k-th user, and fγk (·) symbolizes the probability
distribution function (PDF) of γk .

We now discuss another generic semantic metric of Sem-
Com – named SMI.
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C. SEMANTIC MUTUAL INFORMATION
SMI is proposed by the authors of [264] and aims to quantify
the semantic-level distortion present during the compression
process for specific downstreamAI task.When a downstream
AI task processes the pixel-level information of the input
images, the feature-level information and then semantic-level
information can be acquired [264]. Semantic-level informa-
tion is the meaning that is eventually understood by the
downstreamAI task and contained in perceptual results [264].

SMI quantifies the mutual information (MI) of all the per-
ceptual results, which comprise all the semantic-level infor-
mation of the downstreamAI task [264]. To define this metric
formally (using the notation of [264]), let yb be the perceptual
results of the original image xb and y′b be the perceptual
results of the compressed image x′

b. Estimating the SMI
of the perceptual results yb and y′b is challenging because
the entropy of the original image dataset is mathematically
intractable [264]. To overcome this intractability and estimate
their respective SMI, the authors of [264] exploit contrastive
log-ratio upper bound (CLUB) [265]29 – an MI estimator –
due to its ability to produce reliable estimates. To this end, the
authors of [264] employ yb and y

′
b as inputs to train an SMI

estimation network from which they can obtain the mean and
variance of y′b [264]. Using this computed mean and variance
values, the authors of [264] compute the conditional PDF
p(y′b|yb). With the p(y′b|yb) computed, the SMI is defined –
through the MI CLUB [265, eq. (10)]; see also (55) – as
[264, eq. (11)]

ICLUB(yb; y
′
b) := Ep(yb,y

′
b)
{log p(y′b|yb)}

− Ep(yb)Ep(y′b)
{log p(y′b|yb)}, (57)

where p(yb, y
′
b) is a joint PDF. Underscoring its advantage as

defined in (57), SMI can reflect/capture the semantic-level
distortion [51]. However, SMI needs to be estimated by an
additional module [51].

The previously discussed generic SemCom metrics do not
necessarily take into account the fact that the apprentice can
leverage reasoning and causality to generate the originally
transmitted message [53]. In such a scenario, which is at the
heart of reasoning-driven SemCom systems [53], the overall
situation can change drastically, and there is a need for a suite
of novel and generic SemCom metrics that can qualify the
level of symmetry between a teacher and an apprentice [53].
Such metrics are proposed by the authors of [53] and named
as the semantic impact, the communication symmetry index,

29When the conditional PDF p(y|x) is known, the MI CLUB is defined for
two random multivariate RVs x and y as [265, eq. (10)]:

ICLUB(x; y) := Ep(x,y){log p(y|x)} − Ep(x)Ep(y){log p(y|x)}, (55)

where p(x, y) is the joint PDF. The simplification of (55) leads to a theorem
[265, Theorem 3.1] on an important inequality that is given by [265, eq. (12)]

I (x; y) ≤ ICLUB(x; y), (56)

where I (x; y) is the MI and equality is attained if and only if (iff) x and y are
independent RVs [265]. Hence, ICLUB(x; y) is an upper bound of I (x; y).

and reasoning capacity. These metrics are presented below,
beginning with semantic impact.

D. SEMANTIC IMPACT
If we consider a particular semantic representation30 Zi and
its semantic content element Yi, the significance of Zi is
equivalent to the number of data packets one would have
needed to convey the exact same message [53]. To this end,
semantic impact is formally defined as follows.
Definition 6 (Semantic Impact [53, Definition 12]): Let

Zi be a particular semantic representation and its semantic
content element be Yi. The semantic impact ιτ generated
by Zi during a time duration τ is defined as the number of
packets that would have been needed to be transmitted to
regenerate Yi.
Per Definition 6, semantic impact is part of another generic

metric of SemCom dubbed the communication symmetry
index [53], which is presented below.

E. COMMUNICATION SYMMETRY INDEX
The communication symmetry index is proposed by the
authors of [53] and formally defined below.
Proposition 1 (Communication Symmetry Index [53,

Proposition 2]): For a transmission session τ , the commu-
nication symmetry index ηb,d,τ between a teacher b and an
apprentice d is given by [53, eq. (13)]

ηb,d,τ :=
ζd,τ

νb,τ
× ιτ,Yi , (58)

where ζd,τ is the number of query packets demanded by the
apprentice to reason over the transmitted message, νb,τ is
the number of raw data packets transmitted by the teacher to
accompany the transmitted semantic representation, and ιτ,Yi
is the semantic impact w.r.t. the generation of the semantic
content element Yi. Note that one can find ζd,τ by applying
the concept of semantic impact on the employed representa-
tion provided that the queries are communicated via a seman-
tic representation to the teacher.

As defined in Proposition IX-E, the communication sym-
metry index makes it possible to characterize the reasoning
state of the teacher and apprentice as well as the equilibrium
they attain [53]. Accordingly, the following five settings are
in order.

• If ηb,d,τ ≤ 1 and ιτ > 1: in this setting, the apprentice
has little to no knowledge base [53]. Thus, this SemCom
setting asymptotically mirrors the classical communica-
tion scenario, wherein most of the data is sent in its raw
form to complement the semantic representation [53].

• If ηb,d,τ → ιτ and ιτ > 1: in this setting, the apprentice
has considerable knowledge/reasoning faculties, and the
teacher complements their transmitted information with
raw data [53]. Nonetheless, the apprentice intervenes

30According to the authors of [53], semantic content embodies the “mean-
ingful’’ part of the data and the semantic representation is the “minimal way
to represent this meaning.’’
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regularly to understand the data’s causal structure (and
progressively counts on semantic representations) [53].

• If ηb,d,τ = ιτ and ιτ > 1: in this setting, the apprentice
intervenes in the same way as current receivers transmit
an acknowledgment, and the teacher depends on the
transmission of raw data only to describe the unlearn-
able part of the data [53].

• If ηb,d,τ > ιτ and ιτ > 1: in this setting, the datas-
tream is mostly learnable (i.e., not memorizable) [53].
Consequently, the teacher depends mainly on semantic
representations, and the apprentice actively intervenes to
produce the transmittedmessage from the set of received
semantic representations [53].

• If ηb,d,τ > ιτ and ιτ ≤ 1: in this challenging setting,
the apprentice demands a greater number of queries
than the number of raw data transmissions the teacher
sends [53]. As a result, the teacher is unable to extract
a fitting semantic representation to be communicated to
the apprentice [53].

It is worth mentioning that unless a defect in reasoning is
observed, ηb,d,τ does not go considerably below 1 [53].

Should the receiver become an apprentice that counts on
learning the data content rather than simply recovering it in a
bit-by-bit fashion, the apprentice’s understanding and impact
on the reconstruction process are fittingly KPIs of a reliable
communication link (between teacher and apprentice) [53].
This leads us to the generic metric of SemCom dubbed rea-
soning capacity, which we explain below.

F. REASONING CAPACITY
The following factors are essential to characterize the appren-
tice’s understanding: 1) reasoning as evaluated by the number
of queries made by the apprentice; 2) efficiency and min-
imalism (as assessed by the number of raw messages sent
to supplement the semantic representation), as well as the
semantic representation’s impact [53]. To this end, the formal
definition of reasoning capacity is provided below.
Proposition 2 (Reasoning capacity [53, Proposition 3]):

The reasoning capacity between a teacher b and an apprentice
d is expressed as [53, eq. (15)]

CR := � log2(1 + ηb,d ), (59)

where � is the maximum computing capability of the server
deployed to represent/generate the semantic representation
and ηb,d is the communication symmetry index per second.
Reasoning capacity is universal in the sense that it is indepen-
dent of the type of semantic representation employed [53].
When the datastream includes both a learnable component
and a memorizable component, the total achievable capacity
CT can be expressed as [53, eq. (16)]

CT :=CC+CR=W log2(1+γ )+� log2(1+ηb,d ), (60)

where CC and CR are the Shannon capacity and reasoning
capacity, respectively, W is the bandwidth, and γ is the
SINR [53].

The generic semantic metrics presented above in
Sections IX-A through IX-F are important semantic metrics
for the design, analysis, and optimization of classical (wire-
less and optical) SemCom systems. In addition to classical
SemCom systems, there also exist quantum SemCom sys-
tems whose design, analysis, and optimization are informed
(or guided) by the following semantic metrics of quantum
SemCom.

X. SEMANTIC METRICS OF QUANTUM SEMCOM
The authors of [69] propose to assess the performance of their
quantum SemCom system (named QSC) using the metric
fidelity [64], [266], [267], which is widely known in the
quantum research community. Fidelity is a measure of the
closeness of two quantum states [267]. Hence, it is a useful
semantic metric for the design, analysis, and optimization
of quantum SemCom systems. We therefore discuss below
three of its well-known variations, namely pure-state fidelity,
expected fidelity, and Uhlmann fidelity [267, Ch. 9], begin-
ning with pure-state fidelity.

A. PURE-STATE FIDELITY
Pure-state fidelity is formally defined as follows.
Definition 7 (Pure-state fidelity [267, Definition 9.2.1]):

Let H be a Hilbert space and |ψ⟩, |φ⟩ ∈ H be pure states.
The pure state fidelity is the squared overlap of |ψ⟩ and |φ⟩

defined as [267, eq. (9.85)]

F(ψ, φ) := |⟨ψ |φ⟩|
2. (61)

As defined in (61), F(ψ, φ) (i.e., pure-state fidelity) can be
operationally interpreted as the probability that the output
state |φ⟩ would pass a test – carried out by someone who
knows the input state – for being the same as the input state
|ψ⟩ [267]. As for the commutativity of the inner product,
it follows directly from (61) that F(ψ, φ) = F(φ,ψ). This
metric fulfills the following bounds [267, eq. (9.86)]:

0 ≤ F(ψ, φ) ≤ 1, (62)

where F(ψ, φ) = 0 iff the two corresponding states are
orthogonal to each other [267] and F(ψ, φ) = 1 iff the two
respective states are the same. Regarding the latter case being
contradictory to a distance measure that should be equal to
zero when the two states are equal, the fidelity measure is
not a distance measure in the strict mathematical sense [267].
This brings us to our discussion on a quantum SemCom
metric that measures the closeness between a pure state and
a mixed state – named expected fidelity.

B. EXPECTED FIDELITY
Generally, a quantum information-processing protocol is
noisy and can map the pure input state |ψ⟩ to a mixed state
ρ [267]. These two states’ closeness can be quantified by the
metric expected fidelity [267], which is defined as follows.
Definition 8 (Expected fidelity [267, Definition 9.2.2]):

Let |ψ⟩ ∈ H be a pure state and ρ ∈ D(H) be a mixed
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state. The expected fidelity F(ψ, ρ) between these two states
is given by [267, eq. (9.89)]

F(ψ, ρ) := ⟨ψ |ρ|ψ⟩. (63)

The definition in (63) follows directly from decomposing
ρ per the spectral decomposition31 ρ =

∑
x pX (x)|φx⟩⟨φx |

and applying expectation w.r.t. X to (61). In contrast to (61),
(63) characterizes fidelity when the input state is pure and
the output state is mixed [267]. Note that F(ψ, ρ) per (63) is
a generalization of the pure-state fidelity definition given in
(61) and obeys the same bounds [267, eq. (9.95)]:

0 ≤ F(ψ, ρ) ≤ 1, (64)

where F(ψ, ρ) = 1 iff the mixed state ρ is equal to |ψ⟩⟨ψ |

and F(ψ, ρ) = 0 iff the support of ρ is orthogonal to
|ψ⟩⟨ψ | [267]. This measure, however, cannot be applied
when both states are mixed. The closeness between two
mixed states can be quantified using the metric Uhlmann
fidelity, which we discuss below.

C. UHLMANN FIDELITY
To formalize Uhlmann fidelity, we borrow an idea from
pure-state fidelity (per Definition 7) to determine the fidelity
between two mixed states ρA and σA that represent different
states of a quantum system A [267]. To do so, let |φρ⟩RA and
|φσ ⟩RA stand for certain purifications of the mixed states ρA
and σA, respectively, to some reference system R [267].32 The
Uhlmann fidelityF(ρA, σA) between ρA and σA (mixed states)
can now be defined as the maximum overlap between their
respective purifications and given by [267, eq. (9.97)]

F(ρA, σA) := max
|φρ ⟩RA,|φσ ⟩RA

|⟨φρ |φσ ⟩RA|
2, (65)

where the maximization is w.r.t. all purifications |φρ⟩RA and
|φσ ⟩RA of the corresponding mixed states ρA and σA [267].
The RHS of (65) can instead be maximized over unitaries
pursuant to the theorem that all purifications are equivalent
up to unitaries on the reference system [267]. This leads us to
the following formal definition of Uhlmann fidelity.
Definition 9 (Uhlmann fidelity [267, Definition 9.2.3]):

For two mixed states ρA and σA, the Uhlmann fidelity
F(ρA, σA) is the maximum overlap between their respective
purifications and is given by [267, eq. (9.100)]

F(ρA, σA) := max
U

|⟨φρ |RAUR ⊗ IA|φσ ⟩RA|
2, (66)

where the maximization is w.r.t. all unitaries U acting on the
purification system R [267].
The Uhlmann fidelity definition in (66) then leads us to the

following important theorem.

31In this case, pX (x) = P(X = x) is the probability mass function (PMF)
of a discrete RV X .

32For this specific scenario, it is assumed that the reference system has the
same dimensions as system A [267].

Theorem 1 (Uhlmann’s Theorem [267, Theorem 9.2.1]):
The underneath two expressions for fidelity are equal [267,
eq. (9.102)]:

F(ρA, σA) = max
U

|⟨φρ |RAUR ⊗ IA|φσ ⟩RA|
2

= ∥
√
ρA

√
σA∥

2
1. (67)

For Theorem 1 and (67), it is worth remarking that Uhlmann
fidelity generalizes both the pure-state fidelity defined in (61)
and the expected fidelity defined in (63) [267]. The reader is
referred to [267, Ch. 9] for many more important properties
of fidelity. The reader is also referred to [268] for definitions
and computations of fidelity pertaining to high-dimensional
quantum states such as qudits.

The aforementioned semantic metrics have inspired the
design, analysis, and optimization of quantum SemCom net-
works as well as various quantum systems that are based on
quantum SemCom. Quantum SemCom like any other type
of communication system – such as wireless SemCom and
optical SemCom – is not an end but a means to achieve
specific goals [159]. This goal-centric standpoint rationalizes
the need for goal-oriented wireless SemCom techniques and
hence the following semantic metrics of goal-oriented wire-
less SemCom.

XI. SEMANTIC METRICS OF GOAL-ORIENTED WIRELESS
SEMCOM
To capture the role of data in achieving the goal of communi-
cation, a number of semantic metrics have been developed to
date for goal-oriented wireless SemCom. These goal-oriented
semantic metrics are chiefly crucial for the design, analysis,
and optimization of goal-oriented wireless SemCom systems.
Accordingly, we discuss below the following semantic met-
rics of goal-oriented wireless SemCom33: the τ metric, the
real-time reconstruction error, the cost of actuation error,
multiple object detection accuracy (MODA), value of infor-
mation (VoI), mean per joint position error (MPJPE), triplet
drop probability (TDP), age of incorrect information (AoII),
semantic impact, communication symmetry index, and rea-
soning capacity. We commence our discussion with the τ
metric.

A. THE τ METRIC
The authors of [167] introduce τ as a generic goal-oriented
wireless SemCom metric that can quantify the effectiveness
of multiple transmission tasks and equates to [167, eq. (14)],
[54, eq. (17)]

τ :=
1 − ψ(s, ŝ)

E{n}
, (68)

where E{n} designates the average number of symbols per
transmitted message andψ(s, ŝ) quantifies the semantic error
between s and ŝ, which can take different context-dependent
forms (e.g., BLEU score, MSE, or CE) [167].

33The authors of [51] present some metrics of goal-oriented SemCom
under the heading “effectiveness-level metrics.’’
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We now proceed to discuss another goal-oriented wireless
SemCom metric – named the real-time reconstruction error.

B. REAL-TIME RECONSTRUCTION ERROR
Real-time reconstruction error is proposed by the authors
of [159] and evaluates the divergence – in real-time as time
evolves – of values between the original source and the
reconstructed source [159]. This error specifically reflects
the discrepancy in real-time data exchange [51].

To formally define real-time reconstruction error and time-
averaged real-time reconstruction error, let the original source
and the reconstructed source – at time-slot t – be denoted
by Xt and X̂t , respectively. Using these parameters, real-time
reconstruction error is given by [269]

Et := I{Xt ̸= X̂t }, (69)

where Et has a value of 0 or 1 for a two-state discrete-time
Markov chain (DTMC). Accordingly, the system can be in
either an erroneous state (Et = 1) or a synced state (Et = 0),
and the time-averaged real-time reconstruction error is given
by [269, eq. (1)]

Ē := lim
T→∞

∑T
t=1 Et
T

. (70)

In many analytical and numerical studies, the evolution of
the state of the system (i.e., Et ) is described by a Markov
Chain; see [269, Fig. 2]. This brings us to another relevant
goal-oriented wireless SemCom metric known as the cost of
actuation error.

C. COST OF ACTUATION ERROR
The cost of actuation error was put forward by the authors
of [159] and captures the significance of the error at the
actuation point considering the fact that some errors ay be
non-commutative and have a higher impact than others [159].
There are three possible cases in which this type of error
occurs in a time-slotted system [159]:

• The original source is in the first state, but the recon-
structed source believes that it is in the second state: in
this case, the cost of actuation error is low [159].

• The original source is in the second state, but the recon-
structed source believes that it is in the first state: this
pertains to a scenario in which the penalty/loss from
taking a wrong action upon a misconceived system’s
state is high [159]. Accordingly, in this case, the cost of
actuation error is presumed to be relatively high [159].

• Both the original source and the reconstructed source
are in the same (first/second) state: in this case, the states
match and there is no cost of actuation error [159].

In the itemized cases, some errors can have larger impact
than others [269]. To quantify the average impact, let Ci,j be
the cost – at time-slot t – of being in state i at the original
source and in state j ̸= i at the reconstructed source (i.e.,
Et = 1) [269]. It is assumed that Ci,j doesn’t change over
time and that C0,1 ̸= C1,0 [269]. The authors of [269],

on the other hand, calculate the average cost of actuation error
using a two-dimensional Markov chain that can characterize
the joint status of the system for the current state at the
original source whether or not the reconstructed source is
synced. The average cost of actuation error is therefore given
by [269, eq. (6)]

C̄A := π(0,1)C0,1 + π(1,0)C1,0, (71)

where π(0,1) and π(1,0) are obtained from the stationary dis-
tribution of the two-dimensional DTMC [269]. This formu-
lation offers a general view of the system, which can be
deployed to derive optimal online policies using Markov
decision processes or deep reinforcement learning [269].

We now move on to discuss another goal-oriented wireless
SemCom metric – termed MODA.

D. MULTIPLE OBJECT DETECTION ACCURACY
The authors of [270] assess the performance of their proposed
goal-oriented wireless SemCom scheme by employing the
metric MODA [271]. It is defined w.r.t. each frame t as
[271, eq. (7)]

MODA(t) := 1 −
cm(mt ) + cf (fpt )

N (t)
G

, (72)

where mt and fpt are the number of misses and the number
of false positives, respectively, for every frame t , cm(·) and
cf (·) are the cost functions of the missed detects and false
positives, respectively, andN (t)

G denotes the number of ground
truth objects in the t-th frame [271]. Normalized MODA
(N-MODA) is another important goal-oriented wireless Sem-
Com metric and is defined in [271, eq. (8)].

We now move on to discuss another goal-oriented wireless
SemCom metric – called VoI.

E. VALUE OF INFORMATION
VoI, as it is defined in Section VII-B, specifically gauges the
advantage of transmitting data packets for a communication
goal, and considers not only the packets’ content, but also
their respective cost of transmission [49], [58]. Accordingly,
the VoI metric can be quantified as the difference between
the benefit a given sample affords and how much it costs to
transmit it [49]. VoI-based transmission policies, thus, have
the potential to considerably reduce data traffic to achieve a
given level of control performance, especially in networked
control systems [49], [253]. Apart from in those systems,
VoI is of more interest than accuracy in resource-constrained
communications, where the relevance of data packets await-
ing transmission is evaluated w.r.t. the system objective [58].
VoI-based metrics are a better fit for goal-oriented wireless
SemCom systems than error-based metrics [58].

Apart from VoI, MODA, the cost of actuation error, real-
time reconstruction error, and the τ metric, which are high-
lighted above in Sections XI-A through XI-E, there are also
generic SemCommetrics such as MPJPE, TDP, AoII, seman-
tic impact, communication symmetry index, and reasoning
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capacity that are applicable to the design, analysis, and opti-
mization of goal-oriented wireless SemCom systems. These
metrics and their applications are highlighted below as mis-
cellaneous metrics of goal-oriented SemCom.

F. MISCELLANEOUS METRICS OF GOAL-ORIENTED
SemCom
1) MEAN PER JOINT POSITION ERROR
MPJPE is an important metric for evaluating the perfor-
mance of goal-oriented wireless SemCom schemes such as
goal-oriented SemCom for 3D human mesh construction
tasks [237]. It is defined in (36).

2) TRIPLET DROP PROBABILITY
TDP is a generic semantic metric that is also a crucial per-
formance analysis/optimization metric for wireless systems
that are based on goal-oriented wireless SemCom [262]. It is
defined in (53).

3) AGE OF INCORRECT INFORMATION
AoII [241], [242], [251] is an age-based metric that facilitates
goal-oriented wireless SemCom. When it comes to goal-
oriented SemCom, the authors of [241] demonstrate that AoII
is able to capture the data’s role in achieving the communica-
tion goal. It is defined in Definition 5.

4) SEMANTIC IMPACT
Semantic impact is a generic semantic metric that is applica-
ble to the design, analysis, and optimization of systems that
are based on goal-oriented wireless SemCom. It is defined in
Definition 6.

5) COMMUNICATION SYMMETRY INDEX
Communication symmetry index is a generic semantic metric
that is applicable to the design, analysis, and optimization
of goal-oriented wireless SemCom systems. It is defined in
Proposition IX-E.

6) REASONING CAPACITY
Reasoning capacity is a generic semantic metric that is also
applicable to the design, analysis, and optimization of sys-
tems that are based on goal-oriented wireless SemCom. It is
defined in Proposition 2.

We now conclude this work below with our concluding
summary and research outlook.

XII. CONCLUDING SUMMARY AND RESEARCH OUTLOOK
The semantic-centric design in SemCom and goal-oriented
SemCom helps to minimize power usage, bandwidth con-
sumption, and transmission delay. These crucial advantages
of SemCom and goal-oriented SemCom can mitigate some of
the fundamental challenges of 6G. Consequently, SemCom
and goal-oriented SemCom have been widely advocated as
promising enablers of 6G and developing rapidly. Despite
the upsurge in their rapid development, the design, analysis,

optimization, and realization of robust and intelligent Sem-
Com as well as goal-oriented SemCom face many funda-
mental challenges. Amongst these challenges, the important
one is the lack of unified/universal performance assessment
metrics for SemCom and goal-oriented SemCom. To put this
specific challenge in perspective and stimulate fundamental
research, this survey paper offered a detailed discussion on
the existingmetrics for SemCom and goal-oriented SemCom.
More specifically, it presented semantic metrics used for
text, speech, and image quality assessment; semantic metrics
used for video quality and 3D human sensing assessment;
AoI- and VoI-based semantic metrics; resource allocation
semantic metrics; generic semantic metrics of SemCom;
semantic metrics of quantum SemCom; and semantic met-
rics of goal-oriented wireless SemCom. By presenting all
these metrics used for designing SemCom and goal-oriented
SemCom systems, this paper intends to inspire the design,
analysis, and optimization of many types of SemCom and
goal-oriented SemCom systems. This article also invigorates
the development of unified/universal performance assess-
ment metrics of SemCom and goal-oriented SemCom, as the
existing metrics are purely statistical and hardly applicable
to reasoning-type tasks that constitute the heart of 6G and
beyond.
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